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• A "Miss Murray Jaycee" will
represent this city at the Miss
Kentucky pageant in Lexington,
it was announced today. by Geo-
rge Hodge. a member of the loc-
al Junior Chamber of Commerce,
which will stage the contest
here.
Hodge said the Jaycees had
been franchised to select a Mur-
ray beauty to compete in thefpntest which will be held in
Lexington by the State Junior
Chamber of 'Commerce. Plans for
a Miss Murray Jaycee Pageant
to be held in late May are get-
ting underway immediately, he
said
Winner of the Miss Kentucky
Pageant, in addition to a $1,000
scholarship, will win the right to
represent the state in the Miss
America Pageant at Atlantic City
is September. Miss America of
.."4158 will receivc a $5,000 schol-
arship prize and an estimated
$75,000 in modeling and personal
appearance contracts.
"The next Miss America could
conceivably be liviog right here
in Murray." Hodge said. "She
might be the girl who is your re-
ceptionist or secretary, or per-
haps one of the youngsters in
the annual high school play."
a The local Jaycees said that if
lhe future Miss America is in
Murray, they would find her
Miss Murray Jaycee would enter
the Miss Kentucky Pageant, then
take part in the Miss America





A new blizzard howled into
the storm-battered Great Plains
today and weithermen warned it
may be "very similar" to last
week's disastrous snowstorm.
Blizzard and heavy snow
warnings were issued for a six-
state area as strong northerly
.winds swept the storm out of
lithe Rockies. Snow was reported
from Montana to the Texas Pan-
handle.
The blizzard was expected to
slam into Avestern Nebraska and
07 Oklahoma•'Panhandle and 
west and central South Dakota to
day. Heavy snow warnings were
riut for western Kansas and the
provi-
sional warnings were issued for
eastern Wyoming and eastern
olorado.
The disturbance began Monday
in southern New Mexico. It
dumped 5 inches of snow at
Lander, Wyo., during the night,
3 inches at Colorado Springs,
Colo., and 2 inches at Cheyenne,
Wyo.
The storm already was blamed
for one death in Colorado. A mo-
torist was kilted near George-
town. Colo., when his car skidded
'into a snow plow.
.Weathermen said spring's sec-
ond major storm could rival the
snows i 1n That Psa f2TrART MM.
pcHation in 13 western states
last week and caked at least 48
deaths.
In the East, another disturb-
ance brought widespread rain
and showers from the, Mississippi
Valley to the Atlantic(' Coast.
Hardest hit was Florida where
top to 2 inches of rain swamped
Tampa and Orlando in the. past
, 24 hours. One-half inch of rain.%
was reported at Altoona. Pa.,
dilring the night.
Forecasters sa:-4 more rain was
in store today the middle
and lower Missis ippi Valley,
New England. the Mid-Atlantic
Coast and the eastern Ohio Val-
ley. Rain, snow or drizzle was
-. expected in the upper Mississip-
pi Valley.
IN OUR 78th YEAR
Interest Hike Is
Killed By Group
WASHINGTON a? - The
House Veterans Affairs Commit-
tee today killed an administra-
tion bill to raise the maximum
interest rate to 5 per cent on GI
housing mortgage loans. The vote
was 11 to 5.
Lenders now are permitted, to
charge no more than 4.5 per cent
interest on GI loans. As a result,
they are shunning the GI hous-
ing program and putting their
funds into investments which
provide a higher return.
The administration already has
used its, discretionary authority
to boost the interest rttfe nit
FHA-insured loans to 5 per cent.
To raise the GI rate, however,
would require congressional ap-
proval.
Although today's action killed
the administration GI mortgage
proposal, congressional moves al-
ready are underway to give vet-
erans "special preference" in




ittl/ Southwest Kentucky -Cloudy
and mild today with high in tile
low Ns. Partly cloudy and cool
X tonight with a low of 45 to 50.
Wednits.day will be cloudy and
mild with showers
'Some 5:30 a. m. temperatures:
-Covington 54, Louisville 56, Pa-
ducah 50. Bowling Green 56.






WASHINGTON ful -Iran has
informally suggested it would be
willing to pay an indemnity for
the deaths of three Americans
slain by an Iranian bandit gang,
informed sources said today.
So far there has been no of-
ficial offer to pay families of the
trio. But Iran has indicated one
will be forthcoming
American officials in Iran who
received the informal offer have
passed the matter on tis superiors
here and asked for advice orl
how to handle the delicate ques-
tion. '
THP: tInfted States undoubtedly
would accept such an offer, even
though it does not hold the.lran-
ian government in any way re-
sponsible for the killings. The
money would go to the families
of the slain Aneeticans.
The trio killed by bandits in
the remote Baluchistan area of
southeast Iran were Mr. and
Mrs. Kevin Carroll of Issaquah.
Wash.. and Brewster Wilson of
Portland. Ore Carl-rill and Wil-
sorL were members of the U. S.
forlEign aid mission to Iran.
Authorities here believe the
bandits killed the three Ameri-
wins because they were mistaken
for members jek the Iranian state
police. 
Authorities of the International
Cooperation Administration (IC
A) denied there has been any
formal halt to U.S. aid activities
in southeast Iran as a result of
the killings. They said that
Clark S. Gregory, head of the
U.S. aid mission in - Iran. has
ordered efnployes in the Ker-
man Province where the killings
occurred nut to leave the ,capital




Mrs W. F Sabres-, age 62,
passed away this morning at 4:30,
following an extended illness.
lairs Bilbrey underwent an
operation about one year ago,
and has been in failing health,
however her death came as a
shock to her family.
Survivors include her husband
E. F. Bilbrey of Brokl Street;
two sons, Baxter of Murray imd
Morris of Ferndale. Mich.; one
sister and three brothers; two
grandchildren. John Baxter Bil-
brey of Murray and Morris New-
ton Bilbrey of 'F'erraiale, Mieh.
Funeral arrangements are in-
complete at the present time,
however burial will be in the
Eastside Cemetery at Cadiz, Ky.
.The J.. H. Churchill Funeral




Mrs. Lillian Lowery. iristructrig_
of English at Murray State Col-
lege's Training School, will
speak to the Fulton Women's
Club Friday, April 5. Her topic
will be "My Experiences in Ja-
pan.".
Mrs. Lowery recently complet-
ed a year as a Fullbright Teach-
er at Ochanomizu Women's Uni-
versity in Tokio.








Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, April 2, 1957 MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
Practicing for the big game Friday night are the Austin Adorables and the Carter
Cuties. The two teams will meet in the PTA benefit basketball game with proceedsgoing toward the I'TA fund.
Referee I.ube Veale, Jr. appears to be ready to spring out of danger as he tosses the
ball into the air.
Mrs. Tom Rowlett, coach of the Austin Adorables stands by to coach her squad
in the science of the game.
Members of the twe squads can bre seen looking on. From the expressions on the
faces Of the players it can be seen that the event will be hilarious.
The second game of the night will see a Lions Club team play faculty members.
Top Aberdeen-Angus Sale Is
Set For This Thursday Here
The second production sale of
Aberdeen-Angus cattle will be
held at the Doran Angus Farm.
one mile west of Murray son
Highway 94 on Thursday, April
4 Parlisinating in the sale will
be the Doran Angus Farm and
the Circle RE Angus Farm
This sale will be one of the
largestiwith five bulls and sixty
four females heing offered for
auction. Several of the cows
have calves at their side.
The sale will begin at 12:30.
Sale headquarters will be the
Kenlake Hotel.
Auctioneers for the sale will
be Roy Johnston, Hamilton
James and George Kurtz. all





DICKSON. Tenn. IP -An Air
rucce B25 sounded like it back-
fired with two loud "pops" be-
fore it exploded and crasheddig
a rain with a loss of six lives
Monday a witness said.
The plane was carrying 10
civilians and Tactical Air Com-
mand personnel from Langley
Air Force Base Va. t a mea-
ing in Memphis. Terin. Four sur-
vivors were hospitalized with in-
juries.
Survivors saki there was no
advance warning of engine trou-
ble.
Allen J. Petty. a farmer who
witnessed the cra'sh, said he was
attracted by the sound of a "pop"
in the air. "looked up and heard
another pop-and then there was
an explosion."
Six bodies were found at the
crash scene about eight 'mites
south of here. Wreckage was
strewn over a one-mile area.
The injured. all hospitalized
here, included: 1st Lt. Robert C.
Momier, 24, of Isle of Palms, S.
C.; John Sampson, 45; Haskell L.
Daniels, 41: and lac-it M. gvans,
2, all TAC civilian employes.
The dead included: Col. Theo-
dore R. Wright Jr. of Hampton,
Va.: Lt. Col. Alan D. Moore. 37.
of Hampton; Lt. Col. Jacob R.
Hamilton. 38, Warwacls. Va.: Lt,
Col. Harlan C. Buttrill, a42,
Hampton; Maj. John W. Brownie,
41, Hampton, and Airman lc
Ernest Chandler ,22, of Himpton.
CORREGIDOR OFF LIMITS
MANILA ar -.Defense Un-
dersecretary Jose M. Crisol today
declared Corregidor, last Philip-
Me fortress to fall to invading
Japanese forces in 1942, off
limits to surplus property sal-
vagers. Crisol said salvage opera-
tors were stripping the historic
fortress of valuable war relics.
Floyd DieVert is sale manager
of the sale.
Top consignments of the An-
gus breed will be offered. Many
of the outstanding families of
the breed will be on sale Some
of the families are Barbarosse.
Gammers Chimera. Saessay,
131ack Jestress, Ballandalloch
Geor•ina Zara. Anoka Barbara
M Witch of Encior Blueblood
Lady .Tilt and Pauline T.
Top bland lines such as Ban-
dolier. Dleenmere and Bardolier
will be offered.
Owners of the cattle to be
offered for sale are the Circle
RE Angus Farm owned by Mr.
and Mrs 'Robert Etherton and
the Doran Angus Farm. owned
by Mr. and Mrs A. F Doran
and Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn
Doran.
Floyd Dievert of Lancaster,
Kentucky, said that the sale will
be one of the best sales ever put
on in this area, and will compare
in quality With artY in the na-
tion.
All of the bulls are top pros-
pects fpr herd sires, he said. The
females are of the top blood lines
In the Angus breed and of the
families.
Special sale advisor is Dave
Canning.
(Pouts Take  
Many Orders
For Plants
The Boy Scouts have been
very successful in taking orders
for the Murray shrub and trees.
Approximately 300 orders have
been received and they will be
delivered and transplanted by
members of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce during the week
of April 8. For the efforts the
Scouts. out -forth. each .of the.
en Scmit-O-iffrols in -Murrill
will receive an ax. .
The main emphasis of‘'athe
Clean-Up Paint-Up Fix-Up cam-
paign will be stressed the week
of Aprtl 8. There will be free
pick u service on April 11 and
12. Please have rubbish and tin
cans in some type of box or
container. said L. D. Miller, Ex-
ecutive Secretary of the Cham-
ber of Commerce which is spon-
soring the drive.
JUSTICE PRENAAILED
BURBANK. Falif. - The
court ruled in favor of Socrates
and Diageries Wednesday. Socra-
tes Chrisoheris was cleared of
a charge of passing a stop sign
and Diogenes Volkman won a





WASHINGTON ItS - The
Teamsters Union Executive Board
has overwhelmingly turned down
Teamster President Dave Fleck's
proposed 1 million dollar "troth"
eamnairn. the Washington Post
ana 'tames Herald said today.
The newsnaner said only Beck
Arid his exeentive assistant 'vice
nresident. Einar Mohn. voted for
the nlan at a secret all-day hand
evening meeting, Monday at the
onion's multi-million dollar na-
tional headquarters here.
A reliable source reported that
the revolt against Beck was led
by Teamster Secretary-Treasur-
er John F. English. the news-
parer said.
Beck announced the Publicity
camnaign last week in Seattle to
tell the pablic and the nation's
1 500.000 Teamsters the "truth"
allied Senate charges that he
tr.+ S322000 in union cash for
his personal use. He said the
Executive Board approved the
money for the campaign in a
"telephone Poll"
English immediately challeng-
ed him. He said he knew of no
approval for the publicity cam-
paign and would ramose the plan
asalong as he held office.
Berk glipiperi into_lown____dur-
ing the weekend after a quick
trip to his home at Seattle,
Wash , and closeted _himself ,,,for
hours with the Executive Board.
His secretary.11111rs Ann Kotin.
said "Beck told her. after the
meeting there "will he no state-
ment at this time " She said he
planned to be back at his office
today
He played hide-and-seek with
newsmen when he left the head-
quarters building.
S. V. Foy To Leave
For Visit Thursday
S. V. Foy, County Agent... Ii
leaving Thursday mording for Co-
lumbia. South Carolina. where
he will spend several days with
his son. Bobby, who is employed
with Smith Piolot and Consult-
ing Engineers.
Mr. Foy will return to his of-
fice on April 11. Assistant Agent
John Vaughn will remain in the
office to assist county farmers.
Executive Board
Of PTA To Meet
The executive board meeting
of the P.T A. will meet at 1:30
o'clock Wedsesday afternoon at
the Carter Elementary School,
The Murray High Elementary
P.T.A. will meet at 2:30 at the
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Tiger Diamond Eastern All Stars Top West
Squad Plans- By Score Of 102 To 92 Here
Full Season
The Murray Tigers are hopeful
that the wet skies which greeted
April 1st is not a preview for
the next two weeks as the base
bailers begin counting experienc-
ed hands for a tough 11 game
schedule which Vegans iere April
16 with South Marshall.
Coach Doug Busse-it has avail-
able nine players who accom-
panied last year's fine team to
the state tournament but that
does not include talented hurler
Tom Wells who graduated. Out-
field is the most secure spot with
Glynn Brewer, Nellie Shroat and
Jerry Buchanan comprising one
of the best gardens in the State.
The infield will have to undergo
extensive rebuilding and pitch-
ing la at its lowest ebb since
several years.
The West stasis featuring West
Kentucky's one and two scorim
leaders, Rob Darnell and Toni
McNeely were rated the nod
over the East coached by Bobby
Hargis and Bob Chaney. For al-
most three quarters they held
the upper hand as Darnell and
McNeely indeed showed their
magic eye. But the East refused
to be taken and took the lead
for good late in the third period
on a series of buckets by Almo's
Bob Pritchett. The tWL1
dual stars who both missed about
half of the regular season, were
Charles Peeler. of Almo a n d
Buchanan has had experience Liamlin Man Winson the hill and may be called ul
on .as the number one pitcher Membership In Treeunless Dan Pugh has a good
year. A couple weeks of practice Farm System
may produce a geniune hill
stopper and at present the status
of the infield is foremost in
Russell's mind.
Other veterans include, Roy
Smith, Jahn Harper. Dan Mc-
Nutt, Jim Futrell, and Dick
Hutson.
The following nine games have
been agreed on with two games
with crosstown rival Murray
Training still to be worked out.
Night games will start at 7:30
and afternoon contests get un-
derway at 3:00 except for a game























Earl Bogard of Murray route
two. age 74. passed away yester-
day at the Murray Hospital at
2:15 p.m. Death came as a re-
sult of complications after an
illness of nine weeks.
Survivors include his wife Mrs.
Anni Bogard; one sister. Mrs.
N. P. Paschall of Murray route
two: one brother, Ogden Bogard
of Mfirray route two; and sever-
al nieces and nephews.
He was a member of Murray
Lodge 105 FRiAM. The funeral
will be held at the First Metho-
dist Church at 2:30 today with
Bro. Loyd Wilson and 'Rev. Paul
Lyles officiating. Burial will be
in the, city cemetery A Masonic
ceremony will be held Members
the-_Lodge_ _will _be f I 1 haar•rc 
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge.
Word Received On
Death Of W. T. Boaz
Word has been received of the
death of W. 'T. Boaz of Toronto,
Ontario. Canada who died Sun-
day in Toronto.
His body has been returned
to Mayfield where the funeral
will be held tomorrow at 2:00
p.m. at the Byrns Funeral Home.
He was formerly a minister for
several of the Churches of Christ
in this county. Mrs. M. G. Rich-
ardson of Murray is a ,niece.
OIL FOR WATER
Forest management ability has
won certificate of membership
in the. American Tree Farm Sys-
tem_ and a-T-ree--Easeo Joel
Ndral A. Young of Hamlin.
The Kentucky Tree Farm
Committee. granting the recog-
nition said Mr. Young won it
by managing his 80-acre forest
near Hamlin for the continuous
production of.. wood harvests
while paotecting the trees from
destructive grazing, fire, insects
and disease in. accoidance with
Tree Farm standards.
Service Forester Loy W. Shreve
of Mayfield said "Mr. Young
has defnAkrated that trees are-
a valuable crop that can be
grown again and again on the
same land."
More landowners must- do this
40 help meet the nation's growing
demand far forest products. he
said. He invited others M contact
him for advice on how- they can
become certified tree farmers.
In this state, which now has
61 Tree Farms totaling 24,182
acres, the program is conducted
by the Kentucky Forest Indus-
tries Committee. It is sponsored
nationally bY American . Forest
Products Industries, Inc_ which
reports a total of 9.799 units
covering 42 million acres' of
forest land growing wood for
current and future use.
NO HARD PEELINGS
ELIZABETH. N. J. tlP - Mo-
torcycle patrolman Stanley Sal-
kowski ticketed trucker James
A. Valandrenghtim of Callao, Va.,
on a charge of failing to keep
to the right of the road on
'Route 1 here.
Valandrengham pleaded guilty
, before Acting Magistrate Walter
1Nowak who fined him $10. but
I when the policeinan told hint
the trucker had only eight. Weed
, to suspend 'sentence. The. case
7ended-sY44-h- -1414444444414444 ff1404-
i all around.
NASHVILLE, Tenn -RP- W.
D. Tugwell went ,down 145 feet
looking for water and struck oil.
State geologists said there proba-
bly wasn't enough oil to pay
off commercially although it was
"a pretty good 'grade oil." trThey
advised Tugwell to sink another
web and maybe this time he'd
hit waters.
RHEE ADOPTS SON
SEOUL, Korea g't -President
Syngman Rhee observed his 82nd
birthday today by announcing
that he has adopted the 20-year
old son of National Assembly




JOHN CACOPARDO, a minis-
terial student at Bloomfield.
N. J., seminary, digs into his
studies after receiving word
from New York's Gov. Averell-
Harriman that he has been
freed from lifetime parole re-
atrietions. Cacopardo served 16
years for murder he Bays he
didn't commit. (international) •
Two of the basketball's for.. Bobby Osborne of New Concord.
gotten stars came back iike Osborne's rebounding along with
"titans of Troy," to lead the East Pritchett's floor work had led
all-stars to a stunning 102-92 the East surge to overcome a
triumph over the West in ti4 West command which held good
annual' Senior Bowl held last from the (opening -whistle to the
night at Lynn Grove. final two minutes of the third
quarter.
Once the East took the lead
they quickly stormed to a 71-64
lead as the fourth quarter open-
ed. However. Western coaches
John Cannon and J. W. Jones
rushed Tommy McNeely, who
had been beached with four
fouls, back int() action and the
West all-stars pulled within one
point on thiee -different occas-
sions,. but Peeler put his beat
arm behind four straight baskets,
allowed- riqiiiitte-line pat ii_
added two more _for_safety to
practically settle the issue.
McNeely and Darnell did not
drop their pace setting averages
and led both teams in individual
scoring as expected. The former
hit for 37 and Rob totaled 31.
The East cagers produced the
over-all power with the five
starters each omitting in deuble
figures. Peeler grabbed high
honors for the winners with 28
followed by Pritchett, his Almo
Kalil mate - w-ith 2a  --Osborne,
Billy Buchanan. and -Glen Stub-
blefield, all of Concord ,divided
50 points among them.
In a preliminary game, a
Kirksey elementary five swamp-
ed Lynn Grove 39-17. Riley was
high for the game with 12. Fos'-
ter and Knox paced the losers
with 6 a piece.
East: (Concord. Hazel. 'Almo):
Osborne 18. Peeler 28. Edward
2. Cooper, Buchanan, 16, Stub-
blefield 14, Pritchett 24.
(Kirke.-y - Lynn
Grove): Crouch 9. Manning 10,
MeCallonta. dwards 2. Paschall
McNeely 37.- Darnell 31, Garri,
son 2. Crick. Crouse.
Scoring by Quarters:
East  22 27 71 101




Mr Shahhaz Khan of Pakistan
will he a sdsitor of Murray and
Calloway County from April 7
through the 13.
Mr. Khan is one of 13 persons
from Pakistan who are in Keil-
tucky on the 'Foreign Training
Program. They are to spend one-
_half ad their tinui on,the campus
of 'the University of' Kentucky
and one-half aif their time in the
field Calloway County was one
(of the 26 ,sounties selected to
receive one of tile 'visitors for
one week.
While in 'Calloway County, Mr.
Khan will observe the Procedures
in carrying out the County Ex-'
tension Program. He will also
interera. in how the town
and. rural people work together. -
Mr. Khan has a Masters De-
gree in agriculture. In Ilikistan.
he is principal of the V-Aid
Training Institute in Rahimyark-
han. The institute has sixty
trainees, nine instructors, three
demonstration workers two tech-
nical assistants and ,dfice staff. .
Two Arrested
Yesterday
_Two. inen.7-were -lodged in Cal-
loway County Jail yesterday af-
ternoon after being arrested on
a public drunkness charge.
- They 'were J. W. Harris and
Owen Futrell who were appre-
hended by Deputy Sheriff Gus
Gamble at 3:15 'p.m. after their
automobile had become stalled in
a ditch.
T h e officer consficated pot-
fjoQs of two half pint bottles of
bonded whiskey. The pair were
.arraigitcd before County. Judge
Waylon Rayburn who withheld
charges but ordered thern locked
up.
TRAFFIC AID
TOLEDO. O. --1.P=. Transit
efficiency here was inerelso 30
.percent Ss the result. of AM
removal of 230 curb parkings.
spaces on main .streets. the' Na-
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TCE:DAY — APRIL 2. 1957
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
- •
COmplu •.. project. the construction of
an air inavr. Itirray. was announced Tuesday -by
offictirs trf the Muray- Junior Chamber of Commerce.
The -marker, located on the roof of the National Ho-
tel. is painted yellow. This color provides,_maximum
ftbrn the air, -J.-C.C. representatives said. The
pro,iect . consists of tho word. "Murray- in 10-ft. .high
blocrk letters and the 1ttide and lotugitude in seven foot
bloci..nt4nIkvrs.- A,- 44rtir+141---pointed---is alro a part. of
the marker.
The entire ser‘i-M-Suriday moniing at First Metho-
dist Church will emphasize the Easter theme. There will
be:,spetial musicby the large chorus choir and Mr. Rich-
ard W. Fatell. choir director. Neill sing "The Holy City,'
,
by special request.. •
Last rites wcre .conduettai Sunday at Hazel for Mary
Waren. Sti. wh,J died 
John B. Underwood 
Dippors of the" tioltm town'llranch of the re ional
library retealed yett-rday that the library will. . dis-
continued On April 1:1. Yris for the operation the
library were diseontinued." they raid.




HANDS ACROSS GAZA BORDER
sifr
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IT'S ShittES Nor., 
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.-TrI Acir road. Danish and Nor., ,., in NE:F truogiaax-
sicr.g the Gaza demaxeauon :ere some 250.000
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impruvea tnei r"- safety recur° '
laaa, but there were
laree more deatns -hunting
acciaems in than during LI
leo Mai year.
The state ueparthwnt of- Fish'
4
Larsen And Maglie Pitch
10 044 Tic In Long Game
Z. • • —
By JOHN GRIFFIN
United Press Sports Writer
Of course, it could be ,the ma-
jor leagues' idea of a huge April
Fool's Day joke, but were those
really the Pittsburgh Pirates and
S83 elm A's who had all that
wonderful pitching?
The calendar said April 1, sure
enough, but it could have been
Oct. 1 with the likes of Don Lar-
sen and Sal Maglie pitching
against each other in the World
Series as the seventh-place Pi-
rates and eighth-place A's battl-
ed to a brultant 0-0 tie. in 18
innings at West Palm peach,
And this great pitching was
backed up by real World Series-
type fielding by Bob Clemente
of the Pirates and Milt Graff of
the A's.
The 'KC herpes were Veteran
righty Ned Garver, who allowed
only three hits for the „first -six
innings; 'ex-Yankee Mickey Mc-
Dermott. who did even better by
ism:sitting just two singles in
sMen frames; and rookie Carl
Duser, who yielded a stingy two
hits in the last four.
Pirate laurels went to Ronnie
Kline, last year's top toying
pitcher " in the National League
f 11 losses)- -who permitted-four
anu In lituile nesources reportera ,
toady that 15 persona iost thir • • •
ii'. es 111 hunung acculenta in 1
Aeutucky (luring ale year. Inere Fl tgh 
were .i:e kuled in hunting acci-
dents in iva4. .
Resultsuning accidents fook fourgivea during Iva° as compared
to 10 listung Ocalns in 1956. .ri
1."1.1 ul inc persons auiea in
114.111..sug accidents cued tit gun-
s-not wounds. One burned to By United Press
•""--0,111,464-*-411"tteckr•-•ths-=---t•erry--- Nfief-Tftiti+firletst-
suliereu fatal heart attacks. gan Hassey, 1251/4, Nigeria, out-
Six of tne hunters were killed pointed Percy Lewis, 12434,
::-,t-ir own gads and lour crawled (15).
. 41.0.ta by nunung cumpan- ,
1....r.s. . ' PARIS: Alphonse Halimf, 1161/4
i :zee of the fishermen drown- France, outpuinted Marion a'-
cu warn their ooats capsized. I Agate, 1171/4, Italy, (15j --. won
Inc oepartmen, olamect must I world bantamv:eight champion-
of the hunting and fishing tata- i ship,
iities .on aft/SS negligence on the I ''"
Pact a. the victim or his com- NEW YORK: With Besmanoff,
panions. "Lxcltement of the hunt, 11141,2,,  Germany, outpuintildt bob
pink- lack - of knowledge of the
ountidg commation,ents can be 
Baker, 2141/4, Pittsburgh, (10).
reau into every accident," tile i
Ltioutt stated. 
PROVIDENCE, R.I.: Gene- But-
- - - l ier, 138, 13oaton, atoppea frankie
.,. ;Ralf, 139; New York, (7).
MISSION '
HOLYOKE, Mass.: Edciie De-
LONDON IP - Lord Hailsham. 
mars, 1721/4, Springfie.d, Mass.,
outpudited Johnny Jatr.es, 1711/4,
Br ill li minister of education. Newark, N.J. (10).will head a mission of about '
4,) Britons leaving Saturday for
Jamestown. Va.. for celebrations
marking the 350th anniversary
44---the first permanent English-




 LONG HARD DRIVES! '
5c retains its "hacti" at hill ternneratures
NEW BRITAIN, Conn.: Steve
Ward, 139, East Hartford. -Conn.,
drew %Alb ,Graham Holmes, 138,
Manchester, Conn., (10).
NEW ORLEANS:- Crowe Peele,
1821/4, Baum Rouge, La, stopped
Joey Rowan, 193, Philadelphia
(8).
SAN FRANCISCO: Ricardo
Moreno, 1261/4, Mexico, stopped




LANSING. Mich. --aP- Re-
ports of wildlife relatively scarce
in Michigan generally have come
fr.ari Chippewa County in the
east: rn portiner --rti the Uemer
Peninsula.
A conservation officer reported
a pair 'sof timber wolves spotted
in the county. He said he had
obterved wolves in
three other occasions in _recent
years. Lirriited numbers of tim-
ber wolvt; se* roam the more
remote- are: dIN of the penInsula.
MOOS(' have been .seen in Chip-
gos . tratection woet thin out and barn away.
Change to Trop-Artic Motor Oil for
eralfgaz64.
Lubrication plus Engine Protection . . thcie,
•-hs. you el over y 14to.o• of the year with TROP-
Altri1C,A1Z5Weether Motor Oil. Toy iire the some grade
winter and summer Contoured to old-foth,oeed motor
oils, it can even double engme life. OUR GUARANTEE Tr
a vonttessel full of TROP-ARTIC Motor Oil for ten days or,
rip lo 1,000 miles. If you -aren't completely -satisfied that
TROP-ARTIC levet up to oil the dorms made for tSr your
p 66 Dealer will glocily drain and refill your cor's
crantco:e with any other avaliable oil you prefer. Could
On5'.1.nci be fairere Change today to Phillips 66
TPOP-APTIC All-Weuth•r Motor Oil.
P.- .. Pttrotti.d. CCAtO PAW
/1.1•• relik ermines 754> Cotii:I's








awn, ••• tomcat *Am
STATIOK
"It's sort of 'a 'SILENT PART-
NER arrangement."





IPZ 731 509 S. 12th St.
- - 
Purkey, who yielded five hits In
eight innings; and Vern Law,
who allowed two hits in two
frames.
. The A's threatened in the 18th
but Cletus 'Boyer. attempting to
go from first to third with none
out on Vic Pot*er's single to
right, was thrown out by Clem-
ente. The Pirates' only scoring
chance went down the drain in
the seventh when Graff's great
singles in eight , innings; Bob
play robbed Dick Groat of a key
base hit.
So there it was-the most bril-
liantly pitched game so far this
spring. Could be these two un-
derdogs have enough hurling this
year to cause even more sur-
prises.
The Pirates and A's had the
spring training stage to them-
selves Monday as all other games
involving big league clubs were
rained out. -
NOW $96,000, NEXT $128,000 ,
fgabeei Biases lista at problem. then beg eettipkx hookup.
Eureka: The fluorescent lamp flashes on as be plugs it In.
HERE IS phenomenal RoberrtThini;: tiled 20, completing
part of a tio.-pi-rt question on fluorescent lighting which got hun -•
up to $96,000 on the 364.000 Question TV show, -Vete. trekirig up
the lamp via a complex series of terimnalittOn hia next appear-
Tanee he goes for tire ai1ieve.,000 "plateau," and can quit and' collect.
Already he's "resting" on the *64,000 "plateau." (luternationol)
TUESDAY — APRIL 2, 1957 
FIVE DAY FORECAST Wednesday. Some minor
pitation may occur earlier.
preci-
By United Press
Kentucky - Tem perat u res for "4•1446C41".b
the five - day period, Tuesday
through Saturday, will average
near the state normal of 53
degrees in the east portion and
slightly below normal in the
west portion. Little change in
temperature ntil somewhat colder
Thursday or Friday. Precipitation
will average approximately one



















Hutchen's and Wiser Barbeque





HAZEL HIGHWAY No. 641
111----We take- this opportun:ty to thank. our
many Friends and Customers and invite you
to visit us in our new location.
6
S 1V1 Mkt,
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0011-13C trOf Vt. T It WV 10,
FRIEND: Bell. I've handled a Iterkit login.' before,
Exit tHollitaft like thai. Thiry-srolass.i. had pep, but
fin. 0/4••••1 got: that err rri pry %hen pal it!
HE: 14otr't forget curostrmi
FRIEND: Yes. lout ,you can't fr..1 economy.'
HE: I • I. pretty gotta to the porketbook.
FRIEND: Ilet dial uatere tlossn your performance
Hit Not a bit. Irse grit regular Itorket'perbwmanee
right through the ceourria range. .14 -Lehr** law,
&hair'. plenty. Ilia if .t no nee,! more. It,. weir
FRIEND: Then %hat?
HE: I to Stage Tao. You ins( .ass is hat that shwa.
il three:quarter* throttle and yer!r:vt. got Ihr,r.
dual • arhoretors sip more proser an/I irwrpie.
FRIEND: Hreht! Iliji ii heat. ow how you get eron- FRIEND: Tell you the ,troth. alisa‘• liked an
taint %ith is lag ear like Olrls.  gist tte might pi rifle rilltSe13.4, 4 • flay.
HE: I I or cruising armsful. in, jtr-1 rinerltial- HE: I heckeil the price 614.47 %met/ lw mirpri.ed
harr. I I frbittetor. Ito* east it is to isun.
•217,1, p. Rocket 1.400.E5fiat5 otandatd on nil ftotot.,1 I 2 **vie 'ropiest, 300 h.p., and mocha Role Inphw, watt , oroaPP• at •ortra cold
•



































Now ... That's A Family
When William E. and Jean Delaney married after both had lost ,their first mates
through death, they decided to adopt each other's children. Mrs. Delaney's fa-
ther., Harry A. Quinn, an attorney, handled the legal arrangements and found
himself a grandfather nine times over. Delaney and his wife are posed with
their united family, six of 'them his chil dren, the other three, hers. Quinn is at
the right, in the rear row. (International Suundphoto)
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
STOLEN SERMONS ar Art InReview•The Rev. R. W. Ford cam-
plained ii police that some one
stole a Bible and 25 sermons
from his car while it was parked





songstress, official hostess of the
International Flower Show,
March 31 to April 6. in the New
York Coliseum, is shown with
some prize cut flowers. Hundreds
of gardens and exhibits and
some 900,000 blossoms comprise
this year's floral festival. At bot-
tom. Elise Rhodes Is admiring




NEW YORK —art— The first
American retrospective show of
Maurice Utrillo is on view at the
Wildenstein Galleries:
Utrillo started painting at. the
insistence, of his mether, a paint-
er in her own right. She hoped
that this distraction would keep
the 17-year-old boy from his'
heavy drinking bouts.
"-TholifsH UtrilloTheeame a very
prolific and successful painter, he
has never shown any conscious
interest in. the artistic problems
of his time" He did accept some
impressionistic, post -impression-
istic and cubistic influences in-
stinctively, because 'he felt
their way of seeing congenial to
His own artistic. vision. But he
has never made an effort to
paint in a certain style.
Montmartre was, in his youth.
a e:lr'113, corner of Paris. Young
paitstez. /*eel in its ramshackle
houses, in -dismal poverty. Utrillo
fell in love with these down-at-
heel streets and 'squares. To fall
in love is to be touched by magic;
it is to sense the' poetry hidden
behind hackneyed sights.
Those who saw him paint in
the early days say that he trusted
more the improvising gifts of his
hands than the inventiveness of
his mind. In this he resembled
the young Robert Schumann.
who also took the suggestions of
his fingers improvising on the
piano.
• Lost His Touch •
Beyond this, however.-Utrillo's
eainiings have sometimes a vis-
ion that is in a way an anticipa-
:ion of Chirice's "metaphysical
infinite" and. the surrealists'
Within some years his heavy
drinking dulled the sensibilities
of his hanks and ,dried up the
•Osemilike poetry of his vision.
At that point he started imitating
..mse•if. Then came success and
the -Immense popularity of his
-work. But by .then he was already
artistically sterile.
—Paul 'Mocsanyl
7 CHILDREN PERISHED IN THIS
FIREMEN SWARM up
cluhircn and injured.
on the Brat Door of
routes: Aimee
0
Inchlers at tenement fire which killed wive*
four adults in Philadelphia. The fire started








United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD er has
happened to pay television? Tele-
meter, defeated so far, by "vested
intereses"; now is teaming with
Theatere to bring fitiT4tin Mov-
ies into homes .
For four years Telemeter, the
best-known pay TV system own-
ed mostly by Paramount Studio,
has failed to become a practical
reality. The Federal Communica-
tions Commission, swamped with
arguments against pay-TV from
television networks, has taken
'rib action yet on the subject.
Even a try in Palm Spring by
Telemeter to operate on a closed
Circuit, requiring no FCC ap-
proval flopped because studios
refused to send first-run films.
On the theory of if4Ou-can't-
lick-'em.-join-'em. Telemeter has
announced it is joining forces
with movie theaters piping their
first-run films into • home TV
.sets.
No Coln Box
Telemeter executives feel this
solves the problem of getting
first-run movies, and also eli-
minates the vigorous objections
of theator men who thought
they'd be edged out of the busi-
ness.
One theater chain representing
1.000 theaters has contacted
Telemeter about getting fran-
chises. An Oklahoma City thea-
ter chain already has launched
a sideline to send its movies into
homes without even the benefit
of the Telemeter coin box.
"We hope the FCC will give
some affirmative action for a
Telemeter trial soon," says Lou
Nevins, one of the Telemeter ex-
ecutives. "But as that might take.
a year or two to go into effect
we are 'going ahead with this
project that does not require
FCC approval. We are now, in
business."
Voice Announces Features
Via Telemeter's new system,
the home customer has a coin
box atop his set with slots for
teens and a gadget keeping track
of. his credit in case he can't put
,in The &insert change. A eecord-
ed voice announces what is play-
ing on the pay-TV channel or
channels. [
The films would be transmit-
ted from a studio in the movie
theater. The theater still weidd
be open for regular patrons.
Whether the theater operator
would • make more money from
home or .theater trade and whe-
ther the viewers would pay for
television, remains to be seen.
Installation of Telemeter boxes
would be free or cost around
$10. depending on what the thea-
ter ,decides to charge.
"Vested interests have opposed
our project," Nevins says. "But
there have been changes in both
television and movies that have
brought pay-1'V closer to opera-
tion."
Telemeter spokesmen point out
that with TV production costs
mounting, sponsors cannot offer
the top shows that pay-TV could.
However, the networks long have
argued that their first-rate pro-
grams would keep the home
viewer from dropping any coils 
in a ,box to pay for his enter-
tainment.
PAINT PROMPTS PROTESTS
SANTA BARBARA,. Calif. 1,1
—City, employees painted 15 pri-
vate cars for free, but all the
owners Complained. The em-
ploye traffic Mei painters, were
moving -their truck' when the
he on.a pressurized tank brake,
spraying the cars with a rdottled





United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK — JUI — The
formal musical tribute Toscani-
ni's old orchestra paid the de-
parted maestro was a touching
occasion for much more than the
formal reason-80-year-old Bruno
Walter and 80-year-old' Pierre
Monteux conducted two of the
most moving and deepTy- felt per-
formances of their long, and dis-
tinguished careers.
For Toscanini's old orchestra
to play in his memory. Walter
chose Beethoven's "Eroica" Sym-
phony and Munteux chose the
"Enigma Variations" of Eiger.
Each drew from the splendid or-
chestra, which new is -The
Symphony of the Air," a playing
of his chosen work filled with
grandeur and intensity and
philosophical. meanings in the
hearts of old musicians.
But it was Toscanini's apotheo-
sis, not Monteux's nor Walter's.
Within 24 hours, the forMerswas
estsaqe10 5511, Butianpuos
in a Drogram of his own choos-
ing and one remarkable for its
orginality and imagination—with
much verve and meaning he
blended composers of the 18th,
19th. and 20th centuries. ,
And a few days after the Tos-
canini tribute, Walter began a
two-week stint as guest' condus-
tor of the New York Philhar-
monic-Symphony, an orchestra
with 34 years. He gave the cus-
toinera --Bruckner and Mahler,
with a leavening of Schubert,
Wagner. Weber, and Brahms. He
has been the tireless proponent
of the difficult Bruckner and
Mahler all these years—and his
advocacy remains passionate.
This was his last appearance
as a regular guest conductor of
the orchestra. ,He isn't retiring
but he's cutting down on work.
Next season:- - Incidentally, The
Newt.. Yorks„Philharissoc-Sym-
phon will have a new array of
guest conductors— Andre Cluy-
tens, Ernest Asermet, Rafael
Kulbelik, Fernando 1Previtali, Ro-
bert Shaw, and Thonlas Schippers.
Yehudi Menuhin's only New
York concert this season was
made up entirely of Bach—and of
Bach for violin [ unaccompained,
the C major sonata and the E
major and D minor partitas. The
proceeds were divided by Menu-
bin among the Music Research.
Foundation, the St. Francis Car-
diac Hospital project, and relief
for Hungarian musicians.
A lot of musical people sus-
pected that Wagner's "Ring"
operas, with their exhausting
lengths and thejr content of high-
flown mysticism and gods and
godesses. were going to sound
out-dated if not exactly moth-
eaten in America in 1957. So
and without any box office confi-
dence, the Metropolitan Opera,
announced one cycle of thes"Ring"
—that is, each of the four operas
performed once. and in sequence.
That-cycle was4gbld out almost at
once. A second cycle was an-
nounced and it, too, was sold out.
Now the Met has announced a
third and customers are lining up




-HO YWOOD —11?— An-
thony Quinn says it pays to bg
ugly—that is not hideous-ugly
but unhandsome-ugly. This is
more the age of the rugged movie
type rather than the pretty boy,
he believes.
-With-never would be mistaken
for a .pretty boy..
"No one ever called me Valen-
tino," he hid. "And I'm not un-
happs%about it. Thirty years ago
Hollywood wanted only guys who
looked like Valentino. These days
an actor who's too handsome
isn't doing too,.well.
"There's nothing wrong. with
being good-looking, but nature
overdid it with some 'guys. I
guess maybe the whole matter is
governed by women's tastes."
Quinn said there's no point in
adopting a false modesty policy.
An actor who looks like Quinn's
general rugged type is eating bet-
ter these days.
-Women seem. to like rugged
men at thie kia sai*"A guy
who has some crags and lines in
his face — ,some character, in
other words — has e lot, better
chance of going somewhere.
• Beautiful Wives
"He should look as if he's lived
—but not too much. Many lead-
ing men—the matinee idol type—
are dying on the vine, while some
guys in the rugged classification
can't met all their professional
commitments."
The Mexican-born actor is do-
ing well. His last two completed
pictures are "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" and "Lust for Life."
He thinks his persent part in
Paramount's "Hot Spell" With
Shirley Booth may be the best
role he's ever had. The story
stakes place in Louisiana.-
- "It's abut 'a' no-gôótF
'husband
looks at his wife, and finds her
fat and unattractive." Quinn said.
:Again, it's an ugly man part
for me. And again 1 find it pays."
Quinn says there are several
morals to be inferred from all
this. For on thing, he thinks
a's7pirini a-Jeers should take a hint
and concentrate on their acting
instead of good looks.
"There's something else about
not being a pretty boy," he said.
"Just look atssome of the beauti-
ful girls tk'ho are married to
guys who 'sure don't look like
Apollo."
Quinn speaks from experience.




SONG BOOSTS BANANA SALES
MEMPHIS, Tenn. I? — Gro-
cers and produce distributers re-
ported a 50 per cent increase
in banana sales and credited
it to the "Banana Boat song.".
They said the song makes people
hink if Laminas.
-TISHEYE' VIEW OF THE DAVE BECK QUIZ SHOW
THIS VIEW of the Senate labor probebr-Washingtom with Teamsters- Presteent- Dave Beck Inthee- -e---
aeat.".. was. made with the new Nikon 'fisheye" camera. which angel ,a_lEstheleissee--ARgie----It
Is designed for meteorological use. It covers 360 degrees of horizon and the entire celestial dome.
In middle foreground here is Senator John McClellan ;Di, ArSansas, heas,- ;, chairman. Around the
• table sit, the utiler scnator-ntembeis of the subcommittee. (laternufloisal S (YU lid photo)
"The School of Jazz" will hold
its first session next summer in
Lenox. Mass., using many of the
facilities of the Boston Symphony
for its annual summer mueical
festivals. The teachers will be
top-rank, jazz musicians. They
will instruct for three weeks,
starting Aug. 12, and the student
body will be limited to 40 players '
and 20 "auditors," meaning stu-
dents there to listen and to learn
but not to play. Sponsors make up




UNIVERSITY PARK. Pa —1 14—
Attention .insect trappers!
You can help farmers. hem!:
owners and yourself save money
by participating in a census Of in-
sects harmful to crisps and man
If you want to help, send your
trapped insects in specially mark-
ed boxes to 'the entomologists a.
the Penn *State University. A
survey they have conducted for
the past 10 years now is paying
dividends to farmers and home-
owners as the result of data
gathered on the abundance and
location of insects harmful to
crops and man.
The entomologists already have
collected-informal ion on the cod- ,
dling moth, elm leaf, beetle,
earwigs, fruit flies, plant bugs,
mosquitoes, and others.
Through the cooperation of peo-
ple from almost all walks of life,
insects have been collected in
nearly every area of Pennsylvan-
ia.
THREAT PAYS
NILES. V lets -API- Judge
Thomas W. Cain's threat of jail
for drivers yeti?) failed to heed
parking tickets paid off. Offers
said an estimated 85 delinquent
motorists janamed the police sta-
tion to pay fines.















Second Production Sale Of
ABERDEEN-ANGUS CATTLE
5 Bulls — 64 Females 
SEVERAL COWS WITH CALVES AT SIDE
To Be Held At
DORAN, ANGUS FARM
Mile Easi. of Murray on Highway 94
THURSDAY APRIL 4 1957
Sale Starts at 12:30 p.m. C.S.T.
Floyd Dievert, Sale Manager
CIRCLE RE ANGUS FARM




" Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Doran
Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran
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- MURRAY, RENTU_QKY
have to salute.
"We've got one commander and
two nay4 lieutenants overseeing
the show. One s' ary that takes
mace in a terrain room lied
to be riiwritten seven times be-
fore it was satisfactory. An-
other scene in a damage control
room had to be rewritten 11)
times."
The Navy's interest in the
series has its strung advantages,
too, pointed out Castle.
3800 - M an 'Cast'
"The co-operation is fantastic,"
he said. "We have the entire
Acaaemy at our disposal — 3800
men. if you want a plane, they
get it for you. If you want a
suunianne, they get that, too.
"I wanted to snoot a football
scene, so they • gave me the
whole varsity. I wanted frogmen
and I gut 'em. I wanted the
Navy goat nad I got it. We had
one story about the dog of the
governor of Maryland. They not
°Any gut us his dog, they got us
the governor's house."
Castle: who is shooting about
half a dozen shows a month
at. the Acauemy, recently polished
lilt an episode at sea.
"They gave us a whole des-
troyer," he said. "And it was
quite an experience. One cam-
eraman gut seasick and so did
one actor. And then in our
climactic scene, we almost lost
another actor.
-The scene called for him
to ditch his jet plane and get
* a lite gait. Trontele 4a, iahe
II got awayand he was alarm'
in the water for an hour and
half before we could fish him
out.- He almost drowned.
"Well, we're pretty flexible.
So we just changed around the
whole story and left it that way.
Like the rest, of the series, it
looked real authentic."
women's Page







The regular meeting of the Tuesday, April 2 -
_Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle The Cora Gras es Circleof the
and the Jessie Houston Officers Women's Association of the Col-
ege Presbyterian Church will
meet with Mrs. Robert Hornsby
at :eight-- (A. toek. Mernbers--n
change in date.
• • • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der of the Rairibow for Girls will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seven - thirty
o'clock. •
• • • •
Group I of the CWF of the
First_ Cnnstian Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Karl Frazee
at tw,--,-th:rly o'clock.
Club House on Thursday. April
4, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
All members are urgently re-
quested to be present as this will
be the last meeting before the
state convention to be held at
Bowling Green April .11-12.




EAST LANSING, Mich. (1P —
Learning the specific meaning of
recipe "lingo" may give#.your
cooking experiments a better
chance to -suoceed. suggest food
expet: at Michigan State Cal-
• . 
.
Kitchen disaster can be avoid-
ed by recognizing the exact
meaning of terms such as - "to ing the . state dental convention
beat." tc Stir." or -to fold in." in LouLevIlle this week. Mrs:. Mc-
The • specialists remind that."to Elrath is attending the state WM-
boil" is to. cook in a liquid at U convention in Paducah being
boiling temperatures ,which at held this week also,
sea level is 212 degrees (Fe But • • • •
the term boil often is misused. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Burdin.
”Beilecr, ham. -"boiled:'_,  eggs and qtation . are_ the
-boiled" fish actually are sett— of a daughter, Teressa Janette.
mered because higher he a t weighing 7 poundg 71.2 ounces.
toughens protein. Even "boiled" born on Friday. March 22, at the
coffee should not. be boiled; 'boil- Murray Hospital.
ing makes the flavor bitter. • • • • ,
"To marinate" is to let stand r Mark Edwin is the name chos-
in a liquid, usually an oil and ' en be Mr.' and Mrs. Hedley
-• acid- menu* such as french
dresing, until seasoned. "To :sun-
nier" is to cook in liquid just




oundational Class Chicago Suburb Gets
'dy" a food: it 'can mean one f
Virhen the recipe says to "c.o.- j:
Electronic Bankingtwu things. It can be c: • lo lieet Thursday
the !pod in a heavy sirup
it is plump.and transparent .7. .
Then drain and dry. Or. it
-5
' • • • •
Group II .of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will meet
at the home of Miss Lula Hol-
land at two-thirty o'clock.
_7_14_4•
The Woman's Society of Chris-
tian Service of the First Metho-
dist Church will have its lunch-
eon meeting at the social hall of
the church at eleven o'clock.
•. • • • •
The belta. Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an -April Fool's Party" at the
club house at seven - thirty
O'clock. Members are to come in
costume.
* • • •
• Thursday. April 4
:Temple Hill chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern:Star will
hold its .regtilar meeting at the
Lodge Hall at sevefl -o'clock.
• • *. •
The Foundational Class a the•
First Baptist Church u ill meet
at the home of Mrs. Joe Baker






United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK il.F5 — Bill Castle,
producer of a new TV series,
"Men of Annapolis," is having
the tar beaten into him.
Castle took over the reins of
the syndicated show last year
when ZIV, an independent outfit,
•reeeived perrnissiun from the
Navy to turn out a series based
on the Naval Academy at Anna-
polis.
"Before I did anytltg- else,
I spent a whole month
polls." said Castle today. "I ac-
tually attended classes — things
like ordnance and gunnery, sea-
marighip and navigation, sat in
on meetings' and talked constant-
ly with Middies.
"Then I. lined nikesliesniejlni
and sent them to Annapdlis
a two week introduction course.
• • • • It was all pretty necessary. You
know, the Navy is terribly snob-
TY7e 'Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
tesh, terribly aristocratic. They
h
at the club house at two-thirty 
ave a long and proud tradition
o'clock, 
and we .knew we'd really have
. • • • • to toe the line on this one."
The Supreme Forest Woodmen 
Actors Even Salute
e and Jes-Sie The Navy infurzned Castle III'OHM- •
ers Club will meet in joint ses- 
!advance that he would not be
e
sion at the WOrnan's,Club House 
permitted to take licens with
at seven-thirty o'clock. All mem-
any phase of academy life
bers are urged to attend.
"They. insisted that each shilw
- • • • be perfect technically," said Cas-
tle
•
 —That means for earnple
In‘veatt of Benton Route Three
f, r their son, weighing eight





will meet at the home
•JatTle:. Pett!, at seven - that
esel
Personels
.Gerald McCord of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky Medical School
spent, the tveekencl.' with h i s
trrothes. Mrs. J. A. McCord of
r497AR-11121 Street
• . - • • • • 
Dr. H. M. McElrath is attend-
Class of 
lwe couldn't have a plebe drive
Church 
car or keep' a pet or go out
Mrs. I with a girl.
of "Our actors had to get Navy
Y uniforms which were correct. the
:Navy- furnished them. Our actors.
when -They--re in uniform, have
to conduct. themselves like mem-
bers of the Academy. They even
it Littletopi Home , CH 'CAGE) -1.1"— A Chicago
---
- J . 10.0(.'r 1.:-1,e, r. will r„ -.'ghtx ,rhoi,d bank has goneelec-
!neer( to cook in sugar or syr..e. • ' -:.-t-- ' r -0- 1- ,-,--1-r..; ,--f tr,nic. cr.zeirig an adjacent drive- :
as -.(iplied to •Aveet petat...es r ' - F .-.-.. -. 7 . 'S.:r.l.,:ly SkJ".7 ',.; - ::I complete with electric eyes,:
CAITT.,2.S. ' L - - f .,---• I- ,: - :3,-!,,,,I (--.::',,rch i:ashing signal lights. two-way.
i rarbuil....ng means b .  , ... • ...,.. :-._.: . ::-. ::..i, ...). •Ai_rie0 4.. eustorner-teller speakers and an
water until the .fuod p...:- .,....y ..-.- -. -'..  % ' ' • "K ..:1 .1/4 the t'‘er"lig : automatic turntable that points
coeked. -Tise- teultiofr 'herr -a- -tr.- ----i••:-•-•4"-'"'- - -:::-::- - -- 1- l'esre--m-- the- proper direction.
' natty completed by - another, The pies:dent. Mrs. Bill Mc,- i. A closed-circuit television sys- t:
method • Dougal. .urges all members to 1 tern. permits tellers to check de- '
tb,-44tIf...fildr ,,,,,rd is,, attend and to note. tr4. change in i .066itors, ,signatures with a master
. "dredging.- 1 he tow spectalists -ezt - - file in the bank's main office:. -
said that no nard lab.er is in- '
• a • •
The dm e-in, equipper with
volved: just cost ‘411h. d ciry in- HEAT'S ON—CLOTHE TOOs _in_ . three__ nuillet -proof tellers' cages
grecitcnt by sprinkling, dippuie 0. RAMONA: Cal,t .c. The, n that can be entered only from a
or telling K.. „..:,.. tunnel. was designed by Chicago
architects and, Is weathereproof.
- thr CaMo Sd:. J nttc..,t
c my, The rt „cry,- ,n tren, A 
customer drives inside the
caused .17) a t0r.i-h ;:re and main garage-like structure to 
a
centrally located turntable. Elec-
.. Srenicany controlled traffic lights
CASES DiSM,SSED tell him whether or not to drive
MUSKEGON. 51,c0 pn_ onto It& turntable.. Onee he's
ce didn't has e- • l•ok far on it, it points him toward an
een C0-lar!e. Far: r( "me- available teller.
t,e • f Tw•,-way speakers allow the
•:.• -:',1(.7.‘ ,k ! Ct!St• mer to converse with the
Asia,Inc oeer had I teller, witheln leaving his car.
Transactosns are conducted
through metal drawers adjacent
- • , the cages. •
The bank has been considerate
Tiough proviee a street win-






— Friendly Service —






• Portable Equipment for Out-
of-Town Jobs
Phone 1967 or 828-J-1


















A MENTAL and physical check-
is in the works for West •
Point Cadet Jerome Lee Gib-
bon., 144, of Fulton, N. Y., who
I. shown being herded out of
rrte --freight terminal in
Jersey C.ty, N. J. Gibbons went
' AWOL March 17, got on a train.






By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
made no attempt to conceal their
anger over the British-French
action.
Britons seemAto feel also that
for a long time their country
had acted as a sort of junior




DAVIS, CALL —11/1— Califor-
The Bermuda conference un- nia ranchers face a growing men-
doubtedly has strengthened the ace in the kangaroo rat, a small
alliance between the United States rodent with eyes bigger than its
and Great Britain.
President Eisenhower and
Prime Minister Harold Macmil-
lan met ass, old friends. Reports
of the conference reflected an
atmosphere of cordiality. The
two leaders announced agreement
on a number of big issues.
But it is likely that Britain
under Macmillan's leadership will
show a considerable degree of
independence in its relations with
the United States.
The breach in the alliance
which resulted from the British-
French invasion of the Suez
Canal Zone was a serious one.
Breach Influenced Eden
It certainly had a great deal
to do with the resignation of
Sir Anthony Eden. Eden pleaded
ill health when he stepped down.
He really is in bad health. But
his condition yeas aggravated by
strain.
'Eden's resignation, and MI-
millan's succession to' -the :prime
ministry, constituted an impor-
tant turning point in British
politics.
Eden .had succeeded Sir Win-
ston Churchill .after having been
his political heir for many years.
He carried on where Churchill
left off.' -
But Macmillan's succession to
the prime ministry last Jan. 10
marked a distinct break in the
continuity of British policy tow-
ard the United States.
Resentment is still strong in
Britain over the attitude Presi-
dent Eisenhower and Secretary
of State Jehn Foster Dulles took
toward the. Suez invasion.
• atettIiiseAt Ike, Dulles
There seems to be feeling
among many .Britons that the
P•regtifiTTIT and Dulles -werrt-----tert
of their way to humiliate Ed.:.
• aside from the fact that th, •
stomach.
Walter E. Howard, a University
of California agriculture special-
1st, said he turned one of the,
small animals loose In a closed
• room with thousands of tiny rose
, clover seeds. The kangaroo rat
'ate an :average of 3,000 seeds
a day but also picked up an
additional 16,000 seecis to store in
its nest.
On the range the Ugly Pests
cache the extra food underground
tor the rest of the year. Untor-
tunately, Howard said, the animal
buries it too deeply to germ-
inate.
Howard warned that without
control measures the kangaroo
rats and other rodents could
quickly gather most of the seed
scattered on newly seeded range-
land.
The inireediate effect of the
Suez dispute was to take Bri-
utin closer to France. Another
waS to weaken the reluctance
of Britain to tie its economy
shore closely to continental Eu-
rope.
it will be necessary for Mac-
millan to make sure that nothing
he noes can be criticized, either
inside. his own Conservation Party
or outside of it, as permitting
Britain to be a tail dragged
along by an American political
kite.
Mideast Divergence Remains
The 13erumda communique is-
sued alter the Eisenhower-Mac-
millan talks spoke of agree-
ment on Middle Eastern policy.
But there remains wide diver-
gence on some-aspect:F'of it. -•
Britain still feels that the
right courSe in the Suez dispute
is to get tough with President
Carnal Abele! Nasser of Egypt.
It would be surprising if Mac-
millan did not feel that the
United States let Britain down
on that issue.
it is unlikely that President
Eisenhower approves of
cieternunation to. reduce
the strength Of British forces
assigned to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization as ,an econo-
my measure. . •
"Events in the next few months
probably will show that though
the Anglo-American alliance has
been strengthened it has not
been restored fully.
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
• WEDDING INVITATIONS
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
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WARNS QF- CATASTROPHE
LONDON. 1,Pt — The world'a,
two biggest powers, the United
States and Russia, "cannot af-
ford" to use violence to settle
their disputes, German Pastor
-Martin Niemoller declared in a
speech here. •
"Smaller nations may go to
war agaihit each other without
affecting the rest of mankind,"
Nternaller said. "But if one of
'the bir -1.10.• ere pat tic Spates





FIRST PRIZE EVERY WEEK—THE FABULOUS TURNPIKE CRUISER—THE MOST ADVANCED CAR AT ANY PRICE!
A., How you may win the
widest_ lowest_ roomiest car
p, in its field The Big M
• r *. • .
e .
FINITER THE BIG M DREAM CAR CONTEST_TODAYr 
90 free Mercurys.6 Turnpike Cruisers, 60 Montereys,
24 Station Wagonsr$450,000 in prizes! A new contest every week!*
Enter every week! Win America's fastest growing me,
EASY TO ENTER_
EASY TO WIN!
HERE'S ALL YOU DO:
1. Go to your Mercury dealer
today.
2. Pick up official rules and
entry blank.
3. Complete the last line of
Mercury dream-car rhyme.
4. Mail official entry blank to
-Mercury (!ontest."
FIRST PRIZE
Mercury 4.cloor Turnpike Cruiser_one
each week. Plus trip to New York for
two, with transportation by American
Airlines DC-7 flagship. Special guests
of Ed Sullivan at his television show.
NEXT 4 PRIZES
Mercury Commuter 2.door, Eepossen•
ger Station Wagons_4 each week.
New BIG M wagons are the most lux-
urious and easiest riding ever built.
Everything is totally new.
NEXT 10 PRIZES
Mercury Monterey 4-door Sedans_10
each week. Alt Mercurys awarded in-
clude Merc-O-Matic Drive and full
equipment. Station wagons have power-
operated retractable bock window.
NEXT 50 PRIZES
General Electric "Companion" TV sets
—50 each week. Portable, weighs
only 26 Pounds, Per-
e. ' forms with r ww•nlo
clarity. Retell • 1..n
$129.95,
NEXT 300 PRIZES
Sheaffer's White Dot Snorkel Pen Sets







for new Mercury buyers
$2,000 CASH
for used car buyers
rok4Ilidat •••••A"•:14)_ .
• 315 So. 12th St.
WILSON MERCURY SALES
Phone 730
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7io per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60c - 6e per word for three days. Classified
•••""• 
FOR SALE NOTICE
PIANOS, new and used. Seiburn ORNAMENTAL IRON, cast and
White, 403 Chestnut St., Murray, wrought designs, porch columns,
K_y,
FOR SALE. by OWNER. Nice 2
bedroom home, has electric heat,
hardwood floors, city water,
sewerage and paved street. Has
nice G.l. loan. Two blocks west
of College. Call 783-M or see at
1702 Miller Ave.. A3P
.LOOK Home Owners! lit Alum
'windows, 1 door for $199 instal-
17-d. Alum awning any size for
$17 up: Home Comfort Co., 18th
and Main St. Phone 1303. M4C
•
SECTION HARROW, two horse
_plow, rasttat, ppw. two wheel
trailer. Phone Iti85-R or ee S.
L. Horn 'at' N. B. Ell,. Company
any. • A4P,
• . 
III GLOSS White Enamel. Only




New air - conditioned narrow
4rabrics plant. opening. ‘Soiith
-looking ,for experi-
• eris'ed technicians, tigers.
weivers.!Whte ,Box SOO. Se ee
1601. 110' W. 40th St. New
York 18, N:Y. a3c
_railings maillaata-atari light- post,
picnic tables, yard furniture, etc.
Low prices, easy terms, free es-
timates. Mayfield Ornamental
2881 Collect. A4c
SINGER SEWING Machine r
reseniative in Murray. Fur sales,
service and repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
2250-J. A 16C
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble Si Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. A22C
INVITATION TO BID. By au-
thority of the Fiscal Court of.
Callaway County, 1 here by re-
quest sealed- bids. ein contract for
painting the exterior walls of
this .Callaway County 'Courthouse
or that 'part. of exterior . walls
which has he'retofore been paint-
ed, including 'the calm-hits, win-
-dow sills, etc.. with one coat of
first class outside white paint.
Your bid to include total cost
of all paint, materials arid labor
and to be submitted to WaYlon
Rayburn. County Judge, on or
before April 40,- -1057. ,
!,UZIERS Spring Treat. New and
inproved cosmetics. Special of-
r thru April 12. Free demon-
ration. Mrs. Ottis Paitrin: A4C
- EAVING _MACHINES. Necc hi,
1,iarnestic,s.  Brother. Repair all
Makes. Write, or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S. 4th.,
Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray
phone 1091. M5C
FOR RENT








UNFU ISHED Garage apart-
me , 719 Poplar. Clifford Melu-
, Phone 1335. 1002 Sharpe.
A2P
DOWNSTAIRS 3 room furnished
apartment (private): Heat and
hot water furnished. Call 386-J
or 1,625. A3P
FIVE ROOM HOUSE, cheap rent.
Call 872-W, Albert Crider. A4C
FSEEVICES OFFERED
FURNISHt•D APT. for rent,
located 1405 W. Main St., $50
month, water furhished: Cal
1721-J .after 5 p.m. A3P
3-ROOM HOUSE, 1638 W. Olive
St., shower, clnetric stove con-
nection. 'automatic washer con-
nection, excellent neighborhood,




GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY to own
and service brand new cigarette
machines. fdachints handle elev-
en brands. Assistance given par-
ty selected. Substantial Income.
This business set up in manner
that it can be handled full or
part time. $1800 to $8300 bash
reduireeL for inventory. For de-
ails gibe phone and address.
Write Box 32-T, Murray, Ky.
A2C
THE LEDGER & TIMES
re payable in advance,
HELP WANTED 1
MIDDLE AGE or elderly lady to
sta.Y_In humeand keep children
while mother works. More for
home than wages. Phone 514-J.
A3C
WAITRESS Wanted. Experience
Preferi,i, Triangle Inn. A4C
I Lost& Found
LOST: solid gold, broad wedding
ring. A family -keepsake. Lost in
town. Finder, call Helen Walker,
telephone office. 1 l'C
Wanted
GAli,DEKS TO ORDER,
• -,level. Fir *appointment,





We want to thank or all
kindness in word and deed
shown us during the illness and
death of our mother, Mrs. Ernest
Furches.
Our- sincere thanks for the
beautiful floral offering and each
expression of sympathy to, Bro.
Culpepper and Bro. Chiles for
,their words of condolence. Also
to the quartet and Max Churc-s
hill Funeral -Home.;'
May the peace of God that
passeth all understanding abide
with yoll is our prayer .
The Furches Family
I Land Transfers
qames F. and Fannie Brown
to Amos and Mary Pauline Hill,
Pearl Cherry to H. B. Turner
and wife Vernice Turner, lots.
Horace Bunch and Mary Lu-
cille Jones to Edmond and Mar-
tha Sue Gamble, lots.
BETTER THAN ELVIS?
GILBRALTAR, Mich. 671 -
Jessie Howard thought his electric
guitar was haunted Tuesday when
he picked it up and it began
playing music before he began
strumming. Howard learned later
the guitar had picked up a broad-















































he Brass and the Elva ByJAMES KEENE
C CopyrigM. 19••01, by Jorro,s Ke,me, Reprinted Ls, permission of 11.,ndom House. Inc. ft:Ing Foitures 8:-ndicatel
Cri.S.1"T= . , fOtte Real was us commsod titer,. I
Y ono,. La, ieini:eriture rose • eueeorted by the es' erience 0.1
0 to staggering . Isaieda, 4 Servant-MA:Ca:14er, Ihe first and..
not a man in the command pII4r ring was' cavalry' to the
P.P the piiginest attention. There was
a more annoyinn enemy to think
V bout now: Shanwhile, - First
L.eutenant Schwabaclier. went
about, mating quiet preparations,
odd though they seemetL
contrary to usual rules of de-
fense, he had the wagons aban-
doned and the horse herd moved
frequently. Using the animal herd
for cover, he instructed the first
and third squads to dig pits large
Ak enough to hold four men, two
gIF soldiers and two civilians to the
pit His survey revealed that a
good many of the civilians were
armed with the new Henry re-
peating ride, or the seven-shot
Spencer. Ile arrayed them In the
dug positions according to fire-
power potential.
Finnegan kept his mouth shut.
and at times- thier .was difficult.
Lieutenant Schwabacker had
aramewhere lost the "book," for
he violated every concept of Gen-
eral Philip St. George Cooke's
dew dictates.
Spotted Tail must have thought
the Army commander completely
ctaty. or so indecisive he' couldn't
make up his mind where to pick-
et the horses: they were moved
eight times In the space of three
hours. But each time they moved,
trisopers sad eivilians-reayert`pes
hind, secieted in their trenches.
Si_liwabacker took care to see
▪ that these positions were vele-
quately covered with brush and
that the 'lien stayed 
He had his loole at the completed
job, .and ten yards away they to, step into the trenches, and be.were completely invisible, cause of this, he said, "Sound
By four o'clock the camp was 'commence firing.'"
strangely quiet, yet the bugler The command rame at the
continued to sound r q the calls, right moment, for -the first rank
Sehwahecker drew :;ergeant Fin- of racing Cheyennes was almost
negan aside for his final inetrue- upon the concealed trenches. The
bons. "The waiting will be hard- ground trembled with the tat-
• est."
thirty men near the wagons, all Two dozen warrinra were down
the second rind. This is for them an additional hundred yards
reeord. twant a maredown every with well-aimed lead.
Metall wee AT% qty. Nards if: went Into the-Prepared trenches.
backer said and went around the Cheyenne to stumble and firefly
repeaters. Itutledge Hughes was blind, crippled gait. The Indians
goes down. They'll be after the on, intending to crush this brave
time trtggel is squeezed," • Instinetirely Emil •Schwalsaisk-
forward position, Sergeant. It's thlt charging mass into chaos.
my guess that Spotted Tail will Hurt, surprised, enraged, the In-
try one big one before the sun dians wheeled once, then came
supplies, in the wagons. Don't handful, but as they drove to the
fire until you hear the command." attack, the second election re-
camp 'for a final look. He hail Tort back, mortally wounded.
ctvilians and armed with Henry and others followed with a' stum-
in charge and Sehwabaeket .re- raced away from the Spencers,
piste(' previous instructions. "In hut by that time the first sec.
no event fire until they break don had reloaded • and followed
yours,",.
"just-IsIsing f6t it this way." • end'. To finishes he shotited. "For-
about -the griost effeeblyi, range Nov the Stengers were rein-
"Aye, sor, it can eat • man."
"I want you to command the eenting a wall of fire that turned
"Aye, son"
"Get on with It, then," Schwa- that blinded, caused the proud
"It's -critly,". Might Cr scrised, that this was not the
hate my. °Mena; you have ward!' To the-ser-ond position!"
The ICI•ond tipg •nt. entiiket• Hughes; and his then tan out and
Ttiz,i t:-ti:gi(n...1.5,ayo
vyl
fbnihhooshfbei.b .naTc.ta,mrteh ecansl 
alive, 
dperne
leased their fire, repenting fire
'LIii
Ender ,cover of Indian dust.,
dr- ITie 'Minus. The men Ili
.4tecond set of trenchea were --A thousand yards old the (-The-
_ .arrned with Strifieers, more poi,- yentas were shouting, 'turning for
tilt'', longer ranged.SCven- pcsat- rtothef sessuilt schwateleker let
serial Velley.; tetrieut reloading. thetri seirseikon; coild g
1.
•-•
man, a hundred and seventy-five
yards from the wagon hub of the
camp. Carbines in tins ra salon,
single shot, but in capable -bands
a tremendous .weapon of range
and accuracy.
Schwabacktr -moved around
the camp as though he had all
the time in the world end he
exercised his Control to the limit
to keep from appearing more
nervous than he was.
This was the apex of command
every officer sooner or later
reached, the crowning moment
when his orders would or would
not be executed to the satisfac-
tion of the higher echelon. "Give
Spotted Tail another licking"-
no orders had ever been more
clearly given. Now. he was on
the periphery of success or fail-
ure; that made waiting difficult
But he did not have time to
worry long about It. From a far
slope a line of mounted braves
breasted the crest and started
down at an easy gallop. At a
range of five hundred yards they
increased their speed, shards of
yelling preceding them.
The bugler was by Schwaback-
er's side, nervously sticking his
mouthpiece. Schwab/Acker un-
flapped his holster and drew his
pistol, holding it at arm's length
along his leg. He watched the
Cheyenne come on; he Judged
there were several hundred. And
when they anroached his first
poi:Assn, perspiration beaded his.
-tits-nrrmrtt---vntx -tnat
some of the pones were bound
 •••••
‘' i'"1 1- ' aieee•
-3 0!sX
line of Octenzn his nod sent a
bugle command outwarie
bars urought carbine fire.
Spotted Tail lost men, but Ice
was prepared to do Cat :nem.
He had t close and there Ass a
price to be paid, and ne paid tt
with fifteen &wired men. His next
obstacle was the Spencer rifles;
he hail to crush that force. Driv-
ing past the first entreneliments.
he met a suddenly increased fire
as the Henry rifles entered the
fight This was a nembIng shock;
Schwa hacker could see the hos-
tile mass shudder like a wounded
beast.
Dust rctse in blinding clouds
and gunfire rattled like dice in a
wooden box. Then with a yell of
bitter defeat, the Cheyennes with-
drew from the field. A few braves
remained behind to carry away
the dead and wounded.. s
"Sound 'recall,"' Schsgabacker
said and stood there whi,e the
"C" horn gathered his forces. lie
knew that he had lost men. Knew
he would before the fight opened.
hut Finnegan's report still jarred
him.
"Eleven dead and nine wounded,
sor."
"How did lie civilians fare,
Sia yearn'
"They're missin' a few too. sem.*
"Ite-form the command and see
that the wounded are- placed in
wagons." Schvvabacker said, re-
placing his unfired pistol.--
Fie. knew a feeling of safes-
fei.tion, for now he could report
hiessuesiere aeeeispiieseff- -A4-4eseit
half ot it was, giving Spotted
Tail another licking. Schsvaback-
er waited while his command M.
sembled. Waited far their verdict,
positive that one would be ren-
dered by his men. He had in-
vited this attack and men had
been killed-. They could blame
him. Never forgive him. 'From
Rutledge Hughes's expression
Schwabacker saw that here was
one man who never would. Per
he didn't give a hoot about
Hughes.
He v.-etched Use faces of his
men as they came
A group of troopers 'stopped
nearby, purposely Idle. Sergeant
Finnegan returned and Just stood
there, not saying anything. Fin-
ally one of the troopers said,
"That' was a awn good fight,
sir."
Schwahneker turned to his own
ramp and Sergeant Finnegan
followed. Finally he said, "I'm
just a dumb Irishnian who takes
orders, but by God, ger. you give
'ern, }mil this troop'11 follow 'ens "
Ire grinned. Emil Schwabacker
haul seen him grin before, but
this was different, for it went
beyond licamire. It was the grin
one man gives another when be's
just glad to be a friend.
Mission soundly nevompItshed
Is the verdiet of EmIrs troop-
MS. nut somt' Clytilans don't
figure it that way, and theyere
making trouble for Emil. Can-









































































44-Comin, II L '.
49-Pronoun
TV OR NOT TV
MUSKEGON, Mich. '10 - Guy
Stiffler thinks one (if his neigh-
bors doesn't like television. Stif-
fler complained to police that
someone had climbed onto his
roof and rut the wires connecting
his.TV set to its antenna.
Above, Ginger Rogers-as-she ap-
pears in the new CinernaScope
production, "HO, M A.N 0 H,
WOMEN!" with Dan Dailey, Da-
vid Niven, Barbara litisn and
Tony Randall opening_ _tomorrow





HE ROCK 'N' 11,01.4.8
TORQNTO - James Milne,
PTERHE, S D. -47l- Experi- 
35. was cleared of--s charge of
meats aimed at cohtrOiiing 
driving under the influence of
liquor when he told the judgebirthrate of a "rough" fish are
proving successful.
South Dakota's Game, Fish and
Park Department and the U. S.
Army Engineers reduce the water.,
level of the reservoir during carp
spawn. The draw-down -leaves
the carp eggs high and- dry
killing them.
The game department said that
tests showed the experiment vas
successful -last spring.
NO COOPERATION
SIOUX FALLS. S. D. - it? -
The traffic department finished
painting crosswalk and lane
stripes on Phillips and Main
Avenues in the business district.
The next day, the street depart-
ment applied a fresh coat of as-
phalt and gravel as a seal for
winter.
LONG AND SHORT
OGDEN, Utah A four-
member jury cleared G. Ray
Stockman of, keeping a vicious
dog after a 1+-year old newsboy
who claimed the ammaIr
adffiitted in city court he
didn't know whether the ,dog's












GET YOUR CORNO GROWING RULE TODAY_FREU
Thurmond Coal & Feed
SOUTH 2nd STREET TELEPHONE 386-R











•• • • - As,
I AAP 1.• AA.. S.,•••••
he just couldn't help his rock
'n' roll„ Milne told Judge Harry
Donley he had served five years
in the Nato.' and -I have a bit
of a roll when I walk. My toes
turn out. One foot rocks one




It sloughs off ,nfected akin.
Exposes more germs to its kill-
ing action.
IN ONE HOUR,
If not pleased, your 406 back
at any drug store. Use STRONG,
instant - dryeng T-4-L day or
night. Now at Holland Drug Co.
SYKES - RUTLAND
PLUMBING CO.




44DRIVE-IN rhc a -k-
Open  6:15
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HI, RDOW,' HEY, WHAT DO I
LET'S FORGET EVERY- HAVE TO DO




MA MEL • 
LaLLAUSE: YOU, PRUDENCE
PIMPLE TON, ARE THE WOMAN
WHO LOVE15. ME, I HAVE COME






MY, 'IOU ARE THE SUSPICIOUS 41.
ONE, AREN'T YOU? NO, WE'D
LIKE 'IOU TO JOIN OUR' DOUBLE -
CARE` CLUB.' GAME ?
by Raeburn Van Buren












THAT IS, IF. YOU HAVE A FT
Ti--41CK STE.AK IN 'YOUR -I





























HOLLYWOOD IP — Th.i lat.--.
wrinkle in Hitiyw oil is -telex:-
sion language" and these Oily!,
you need subtitles to der: thes
C cenversa ion arc-41nd tins n
Last year those who toil r
TV began sentences with "tel. A.
vision-wise-. :or -ratings', tSe-
This season they've switched 1.
"visual language:"
Take a Hollywood or Nes,
York advertising agene‘
executive wh., is tring
up a -new TV- priesram • f. -E-1-1
client lo sponsor. He "talks
the top of my head" ti.th
dthefiv agency teen "Tlisisi.}c h'
is their rroi••
The. agency .decides to submit
' the pr gram idea to the sponsor,
drive it iritck the park-
.1.i and see if we dent any
-Or. let's up periscope
I, net c a. leak around." or.
Let', send it out "airmalearat
lace if it conies back express"
I .ir, follow it-and sees vi hat
it eats" „
The- Sponsors Side
The reluctant sponsor sighs, "I
see pinfeathers on this but you're
net flying yet." When the idea
gets better the agency man crie
"r.et's throw a blanket on t is
and 'kee it warm."
the final script fe
sti,.w needs a re-..krite.




n a traction splint an hope it
ins 's". or. -1.1 Te've gut the MOM
.:•tirlpg - bet the ra• tures is -
7'1c" rich Those -ho though'
s:rti, was go mutter th••
ht' others -ate eedlessly
peck ing.-
But even v h a re-write the
new at -dr.. - rehearsal looks
..id. "Qaart after six and all
Wanted Homers, ot Nun
i •
Stie takes mi7ghty SN% big and connects. Ball is on the way.
"WOW:" the pftcher thinks. %latching it sail over fence.
WHEN t'.,? Ch:r.ese boys at Tyler Street playground in Boston
• " rttbaii player, they "drafted" Slater Begins
• - out almost god- enough to wear the
mkt •• sontrestel Z'otindphotosS
FORCE FLYING .HIGHEST
Gen. Thomas D. White
becomes Air Force chief
of staff, from vice chief.
e
•
THE LEER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCICY
sibgi.ilsui of glue," -
how the SPolffsor
back at the ad
boys- shrug, "Well.




r an explanation . of' this
nomenon. I tracked down an
vertising agency executive who
works on television shows .spon-
sored by his clients. He".. was
found in his native babilates a
.leck chair by the side of his
aparimPst. . • I.
As he was eff -duty he was
wearing charcoal gray Bermuda
shogts instead of the usual char-
.:oat gray suit.
"You see, in television and
inency work a conference may
.ast 15 seconds, and you only
:lase that lime to get your point
scross," - he - -you
things in a visual picture.
"If you're over the rough part
,f" a shoeS: you're going 'deem
nill. If yob have to proceed
sautiously. , you shift into low
sear. and so forth.-
These fly-specking. big-think-
ng creatures 'are usua.liy found
in this area at noiptime at such
fashionable waterh( les. as the
Brthen Derby. Bob Dalton's or
3ariaelough's. They can be iden-
ified by their black knit tiiss
-inn-their- usual DIET:- vodka in
sold consume, replacing last sea-
-•on's popular martini - un- the -
rocks. '
Donald A. Quarles Is•
deputy defense wieretary.
LWas 'SAI secretary.
Gen. Nathan 1,•:. Toisking be. A • mos
cony s Jiitnt ( *.i, Is if Staff Janes H. Donetsk; Is pie.
(itildrukan. lie I, as I 's II' thief. rooted to .1.1t. seieretarZ
f  undi r secretary.
t
re`D'E .---. r • ,t ; ': ' 7 "ls 
rt. tense
. • - i .. . • , r 
, f ..., - Nathan 
I i ' , f - 1 1 t , 1, 7 ̀
 t ' of Staff
i h i tht n - it enc.th. .1,.. 1 Att;"1.dr Eli J.,. 1 Other 
ptonisitions ire
at.wan A .th Ati..gh A 13,1:,ke, Cr...f of Naval 
Opetations, was
















United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK (IP — Dim views
in - glaring subjects:
With Teddy Nadler. the St.
Louis quit/bang. soaring to new
$timmils cif wealth with his ability
To spew the TV
screen , let us consider a new
v.-ord to describe persons suffer-
ing frbm -tiserstuffed brain. -How
about •inadierized"
Or. perhaps. for the sake of
simplicity. just "nadled."
No. that's too' simple. Maybe
"nadlepated" is better.
Broadway. a place which show
nesfple often have -thought should
be renamed agony alley, will
blossom out With ,some tru,
i.orture instruments next onth
with the orsening. of a "Ripley
Ociditorium." ,
. This, back-to-Barnum meve-
ment has an entire section de-
voted ,to 54 fiendish ,medieva'
•-isrture, implements. staring oot
• i!h a flesh pincher, an eye
k•s spiked collar, a mouth
rte-., and a -ladle. mouth gag
hatr-Leinnel which sounds utili-
tarian at least.
Then. You progress to such
automation as: Finger crusher
shin breaker, spiked cradle, spik-
ed whip. beating bat, wrist crush-
er. le., crushers (both woodei
and metals. oil ladle, spike,:
rolling pin. and "torture rat'.
with -wheel to break back."
One item on the menu vshirt•
is notdescribed but which mu,'
certainly be, a Charles Adam.
delight is Isbeedel simply "hereti,
eveher."
People never had it so bad
as in the good old days 's-her
knights were bold\and chicaner•
flowered
There's a gent named P i•
Anthony. a firmer paratroops T
with the. 11th Airborne Division.
the outlie that jumped into Luzon
and helped retake Manila ir
World War IT. Who, knew wha•
he _wanted when the war wa
over He wanted to edeicati
himself under the GI Bill of
Right. 
So he did. Took an intensive
course in lion tamitig at a es•liri
animal, faren. and now he's in a
lion training act with the HarnicL-
Morton, Hunt Brothers combined
circus. !go one can say the, GI
bill didn't help him get a liberal
educat kn.
OBLIGING JUDGE
ROBINSON. Ill. — — A sis-
er out. of turn got her
brother a', $1.000 fine beside an
eight-month sentence on the state
penal farm.- The brother was
charged with driving a car after
his license_ had been revoked. Th,
often' carried a jail senten«
11.000 fine or both. After
judge imposed the jail sentenci
the sister spoke up from the rear
of the courtroom with "go aheao.
and eve him the 1.000 fine 
The judge obliged.
NO SLEEPWALKING ALLOWED
EAST JORDAN, Mich. RP -
Mr. and Mrs Maxwell Arno' '
Can vote in Charlevoix Coon*
as long as they don't move the-
bed. The Arnold home is -bill'.
on an _Imaginary IMF, idividiri,
charlevnix and Antrini c},ounti.
The couple east in Antrim Coors -
ty. Sleeps in Charlevoix Cour•
and pays taxes in both. Under
stale law, the Arnolds vote in
eounty in which they sleep.
S.SSeSslicr,ress.Peelear,iissrs,s•s,ts,r•-•
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If You Need An
OFFICE DESK OR CHAIR
You'll Find What You Want at the





This table for $1.50
with every "Steno" ordered,





able seat 161/2" x 1314".
Brown, green, gray or
wine No. IS t3 $29.9S
Use it as a salesman's desk where
space is scarce. Ideal for the student
in the family. Center drawer for SU p-
plies and a shelf for books. Type-
writer desk height, 39" wide x 17"
- deep. Heavy steel. Oilye green or
Cole gray finish No. 759$11.95
• OTHER TYPES OF DESKS




The new look in executist•
furniture at a metier-before
price! The Metolstond 60-usdt
double pedestal desk is a
wori-savar, time sayer, money.
Seven Baked enamel finish in
Metallic Grey, Dceon Sproy
Green or Sahara Ton. No-glare
linoleum top in grey, green or








Name your stool need---Lyon can
II it. 80 different models. 5 dd.








Ch0ose-1 *1;in a 'variety OF models
— all with sturdy channel steel
frames (like your automobile),
durably enameled in walnut or
t•upe. Steel, pressed wood or up-
holstered seats. All LYON chairs









1 Adjustable glides level desk on
uneven floor
2 Ample vertical filing space
3 File drawer glides at a touch
on ball-bearings
4 Island base styling means foot
room and cleaning ease
5 Auto lock in center drawer
locks all drawers
6 Desk dismantles easily for office or
home installation




• Spring tension back





Increases efficiency by eliminating
fatigue. Adj'..o' ia .4 ways... to fit
your body. Thick toam ribber seat.
Latest Fabri-coated material. Will
not stain, crack or peel. Brushed
aluminum frame. Solid base with





Terre Cotla Saddle Ta•
Win.... Sapphire





— STEEL and BRUSHED ALUMINUM —
by COLE
A CHAIR FOR IOW OFFICE NEED!
FOR STUDENT
OR OFFICE USS
0,018 Steel "SALESMAN'S" Desk
This handsome Cole steel desk makes It easy to
organize work I Has four roomy drawers for stationery.
supplies or reference materials. 3 adjustable storage com-
partments, under lock and key to prevent petty pilferage.
So smartly styled, so beautifully mode and piked so low.
40' wide, 291/2 high, 18 deep. Olive green or Cole gray
baked enamel finish- hoo. 756
ea ersailes oaten and ash
$3850A.
PERFECT TOO FOR THE SCHOOL BOY
OR GIRL or HOME OFFICE
Ledger Eig. Times
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
See Greene 0. Wilson




















Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
, atr1;12:41.4W
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TORNADO STRIKES TEXAS 'OKLAHOMA
Murray High Students Win
honors At Music Festival
. Although a number of winners
in the music festival at the col-
lege last week have been pub-
lished, a more complete list is
being printed as follows:
Piano Solos, Senior Div.
gaDeana Story, 1
Piano Duet, Senior Div.
Elsie Love, Diane Elkins, 1
Piano Duet, Junior Div.
Ann Wrather — Mary Wells
Overbey, 1









lad te see Sheriff Futrell us
and about again He had a seise
with double pneumonia.
Someone called to tell us how
pretty the pear orchard looks.
We have driven by several times
to see the pear blossoms which
are in full bloom. There are not
as many trees as there once
liras. but there are still enough
70 attract plenty of attention.
Elsie Love, 1
Baton Twirling, Solo, Sr. Div.
Betty Jo Crawford, 1; Elsie
Love, 2; Sharon McIntosh,2i
Wylene Jones, 2. .
Twirling Ensemblei, Sr. Div.
Wylene Jones, Betty Jo Craw-
ford, 2.
Twirling Ensembles, Jr. Div.
Mary Martha Lamb — Pam
Mahan, 2; Margie Banks —
Joe Overbey, 2.
Girls Vocal Trio, Sr. Div. 2
Sandra Evans, Carolyn Wallis,
' Ceyello Panky, Carmerita
Talent, Ann Douglas, Nancy
Sprol, Clarice Rohwedder,
Peggy Outland.
Sextet, Girls Div'. 2




Brass Choir, Sr. Div. 2
Trumpets. Sara King, Charles
Thurman, Joe Overbey, Wayne
Lee, Buddy Spann; french horns,
June Foy, Ann Douglas, Gayle
1tougla&-17122r-l'arrell; trombones,
Mac Fitta,Richard Parker, Sam-
my Parker; baritones, Charles
Tarry, Frank White; sousaphones,
Allen Lovett, Jerry Conner.
The senior high glee Club and
the junior high glee' : club both
won superior. The senior high
band won a II rating.
All division 1 ratings or super-
ior, will enter the state contest
which will be held at Bowling
Green
:
We received another anonymous 
Program Is 
letter in the mail today, pointing 
out some of our shortcomings. 
Presented ByUnsigned letters cannot be print-
••ed We don't necessarily have —
must know who it ir We always Mrs. Ginglesto print the writer's name, but
welcome letters, both kinds.
1
Winifred to have theidea that
all jonquils were yellow and
most of them are in this area,
but there are many different
varieties.
Mrs. Joe Baker has a clump at
the end of her driveway on
South 13th that are yellow on
the outside with a reddish orange
7n the inside.
Mrs. (ph Huie has some that
are small with several blooms
on one stem. They are white on
the outside with a yellow cen-
ter. The yellow center has very
short petals
Burman Parker has a row along
Js isfront walk that have bothCiside and outside petals close
together instead of the typical
jonquil where the trumpet part
Is separate.
The outside is yellow with the
inside petals almost as large as
the outside, but they have an
orange cast.
Mrs. Mabel Shultz has some
Icing Mire& in a bed in front
7irt her home that stand almost
knee high. The outside petals
are huge with the trumpet in
the center just as big. Both are
deep yellow.
Jonquils take up so little room
that you can have ten or fifteen





and warmer with showers and
thunderstorms today and tonight,
gsigh today in 701, low tonight
Vbout 70. Showers ending Thurs-
day, turning cooler in the after-
noon.
Some 5:30 a. m. temperatures:
Covington 36, Louisville 44, Pa-
ducah 53, Bowling Green 50,•
Hopkinsville 49.





The Homemaker's major pro-
ject leaders met last week in
I the basement of the college libr-
ary for their training meeting.
Mrs. Ann Thompson, Area
.Home Demonstration Agent from
Paducah, gave ' instructions on
"Fitting and Joining Slip Cov-ers." i•
Mrs Fred Gingles of the Crea-
tive Arts Department of t'h e
Murray Woman's Club presented
a special program to the biology
classes of W. B. Moser at the
Murray High School on Tuesday,
April 2.
The classes have been studying
nature and plant life, Mrs. Ging-
les created arrangements using
nature's plant life for the mem-
bers to see.
Plant life rused in the arrange-
ments showed one using grape
vines. mullqn .rosette and wild
violets; another using driftwood,
yellow Jonquils, blue hyacinth&
and white irises depicting wind;
and showed small jonquils in
various hues of yellow placed
bewteen the crown and brim of
a hat for a luncheon table; and
another of peach blosoms, deep
rose hyacinths, and white jon-
quils was illustrated.
Mrs. Gingles also showed large
dtied flower pictures which she
had made using chemicals which
was of special interest to the
boys.
Also during the past month
Mrs. Gingles and Mrs. A. 0.
Woods, also of the Creative Arts
department, presented a program
to the Garden Department at
Camden, Tenn.
Mr Woods created arrange-
ments using live flowers. Mrs
Gingles created floral arrange-
ments using only materials which
included ones made of women's
hair and small tiny beads, velvet
flowers and leaves, and also of
dried flowers.
The ladies have been in much
demand throughout this area in





It was learned that accuracy
in fitting and careful workman-
ship must be employed at all
times to assure a smooth, nice
slip cover.
The next training meeting will
be held on April 24 when the
slip covers will be finished.
Funeral Of Mrs.
Bilbrey Thursday
The funeral of Mrs. E. F. Bil-
brey will be held at the First
Baptist Church tomorrow at 11:00
a.m. Dr. H. C .Chiles and Rev.
J. H. Thurman will sffieiate.
Mrs. Bilbrey passed away yes-
terday morning after an extend-
ed illness. She was born in
Stewart County and- has lived
in Murray for the past twelve
years.
Survivors include her husband;
two sons Baxter of Murray and
Morris of FerNiale_ Miah.: one
faister, Mrs. May-IS- Bilbrey of
Royal Oak, Mich.: three brothers,
Ninn Murphey of Murray. Jack
of Akron. Ohio, and Robert of
Royal Oak, Mich.; two grand-
children. John Baxter and Morris
Newton Bilbrey.
She was a .member of the First
Baptist Church where the fun-
eral will be held. Burial will be
in the Eastside Cemetery at
Cadiz.
Pallbearers will be George
Hodge. A dbrey Cook. Howard
Cox. Conley Wallace, Stub Wil-
son.
The Murray High School Par-
ent Teachers' Association will
meet Thursday night, April 4
in the high school auditorium at
7:30.
I Hospital News
Monday's complet erecord fol-
lows:
Census  23
Adult Beds  65
Emergency Beds  42
Patients Admitted  It
Patients Dismissed   2
New Citizens  0
Patients admitted from Friday
1:30 p.m. to Monday 2:30 p.m.
Mrs. Bobby Tucker and baby
girl, Route 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
James B. Shepeard and baby
girl, Route I, Benton; Mrs. Sam
Bloodworth and baby girl, Route
1, Calvert City; Master David
Gallimore, Route 1. Puryear,
Tenn.; James P. Case, Route 1,
Benton; Mrs. C. D. Johnson, Rt.
2. Murray; Mrs. Richard Towery
and baby girl, Route 2, Murray;
Mr. William E. Page, Route 2.
Golden Pond; Miss Betty C.
Thurmond, 503 Broad St., Mur-
ray; Mr. Howell Hicks, Route 3,
Benton; Mrs. Euel Pritchett, Dex-
ter; Miss Marsha Hosford, 219
South 13th St., Murray: Mrs.
Ruby Rogers, Route 6, Murray;
Mr. George Pittman, 115 East
Main St., Murray; Mr. L. C.
Ross, 412 South 9th St., Murray.
All Star Team To
Be Selected From
PTA Cage Game
Added attraction at the P.T.A.
Benefit Basketball performance
niday night in the Murray High'
Gym will be the selection of the
best player of each team plus
an All-Star Team of the night.
Certificates of merit will be
given the merhbers named by a
panel of five Murray State Col-
lege judges with special aivards
being given the two "best" play-
ers.
Rosters of both teams are be-
ing completed and will be an-
nounced soon in this newspaper.
Both games will provide record
entertainment for the large awl-
:ence expected. Game time is 7
o'clock.
Members of the faculty with
Dr. Ralph Woods will be the the school board. to bolster the
guest speaker and his , subject out-of-breathers will meet the
wilt be "What's My Line." Lion's Club team in the final
All members and guests are kMme of the evening. Tickets will





A massive spring blizzard
snarled transportation in sections
of the West today and spawned
a flurry.' of deadly tornadoes in
Texas and Oklahoma.
A single tornado lamed Dallas
for more than 30 minutes Tues-
day afternoon, churning up a
long path of death and destruc-
tion.
More than a dozen twisters
raked the two-state area, also
causing death and injury in Dur-
ant, Okla., and near Ardmore
and Stratford. Okla.
To the north, a second giant
blizzard in two weeks dumped
more than 16 inches of snow at
Denver and piled up to an unof-
ficial depth of 48 inches in the
Colorado Mountains.
A United Press count in the
twin storms showed at least 15
killed in tornadoes and two in
the bliztard for a -total of It
weather-caused fatalities. Some
1913-pergoM were injured in the
twisters.
Three Persons Missing
in addition, three persons were
reported misstng In the eastern
Colorado snowstorm, including a
pregnant woman enroute to a
hospital.
The snowstorm blanketed sec-
tions of Texas, New Mexico,
Colorado, Kansas. Nebraska.
Wyoming, South Dakota and
Montana.
Hardest hit were Colorado,
Wyoming and New. Mexico where
more than twq feet of snow
stalled transportation, isolated
communities and disrupted pow-
er and communications.
Winds up to 40 miles per hour
whipped the snow into huge
drifts and sent the storm racing
toward the Kansas and Nebraska
plains today.
All major western Colorado
highways were closed. Air flights
were cancelled in Denver, trans
and buses were behind schedule
and hundreds of schools in the
stare were closed.
TV Blacked Out
Colorado Spring was isolated
Tuesday night by. a 15 - inch
snowfall, and a power failure
halted electricity to- hundreds of
homes.
A one-story building at Pueblo
was evacuated when the weight
of soggy snow threatened to cave
in the roof. More than half the
city was without power for a
time.
At Denver, falling tree limbs
knocked down telephone lines to
about 1,700 subscribers. All tele-
vision stations' were blacked out
during the night by a power fail-
ure. City traffic was reduced to
a trickle.
Fire destroyed a pump house
at Lyman. Wyo. during the storm,
and otaidents were warned to




Edward Wiser, who has operat-
ed the Hutchens and Wiser Bar-
beque at 1408 West Main Street
for sometime, has announced
that he has bought the South
Side Restaurant on Hazel High-
way number 641.
Mr. Wiser said he greatly ap-
preciated the patronage of his
many friends and invites them
to visit him in his new location.
Wheatley Family
To Make Home In
Savannah, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Wheatley
and their ten year old daughter,
Jane, left this afternoon to make
their home in Savannah, Tenn.
The Wheatley's are natives of
Savannah, having moved to Mur-
ray from there in 1951.
Mr. Wheatley started t h e
Wheatley Lumber Company in
Murray upon his arrival here
and continued to operate the
business personally until last
_Y,eit‘at. Wiuch Lime .he, sold
concern to Freeman Johnson. It
is now known as the West Ken-
tucky Lumber Company.
The Wheatley's are very pop-
ular and will be missed by their
many friends in Murray and
Calloway County. Jane will also
be missed by her fifth grade
classmates and teacher at the
Austin Elementary School.
Mr.' and Mrs. Audry Simmons
have tpurchased the lovely
Wheatley residence on Sycamore
Sfreet.
Mr. Wheatley said they have
enjoyed living in Murray but
ftel they should return to Sav-
annah due to his lumber and




Officers of the Murray Train-
ing School Future Business Lead-
ers of America have been named
for the year 1957-58.
Jerry Shroat has been named
as president. Other officers are
vice-president. Anita McDougal;
secretary, Carolyn Wood; treas-
urer, Michael McCasey; and re-
porter, Benita Maddox.
Attenaing the state convention
recently of the state organization
were Anita McDougal. Carolyn
Wood, Jerry Shroat, Michael Mc-
Casey and Benita Maddox, Eu-
gene Smith. sponsor of the club
and critic teacher in business at
the Training School and Harold
Leith, student teacher, attended
with the group.
The convention was held at
the Brown Hotel in Louisville.
Jerry Shroat, sun of Mr. and
Mrs. John Shroat. was elected
national delegate at this conven-
tion. He will attend the national
convention at Dallas, Texas
sometime during the summer.
Hike On Loan 16 Die, Manylrijured As
Rate Of Type 800 Homes Are Destroyed
23 Leaf Asked
The Board of Directors of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association, Murray,
Kentucky, today formally re-
quested of Mr. Joseph .R. Wil-
liams, Director of the Tobacco
Division, Commodity Stabiliza-
tion Service. Washington, who
was present at the meeting, that
loan rates for Type 23 tobacco
produced in the Western District
be increased to the same as Type
22 produced in the Eastern Dis-
trict.
The Board pointed out to Mr.
Williams that the quality of
tobacco produced in the Western
District in recent years was much
improved; that stocks on hand
of Western Tobacco were sub-
stantially below stocks held in
the Eastern District and that
approximately 22% of the acre-
age in the Western District was




Mr. Williams advised that the
Tobacco Division, Commodity
Stabilization Service, would give
serious consideration to the As-
sociation's request. He stated that
he was very much impresed
with the great improvement
made by the Association In pack-
ing tobacco during the past few
years. This will make yillur to-
bacco more desirable „both froin
a domestic and export stand-
point.
He paid tribute to the leaders
of the Association for the excel-
lent job they did in presenting
the opportunities of the Soil
Bank to the farmers of the area.
The farmers can use the soil
bank to cushion the economic
shock on dark-fired and air-
cured tobacco as we get supplies
back in line with demand.
Murray Ladies Attend
WMU Meeting
Members of the Gladys •Mc-
Elrath Circle of the Woman's
Misionary Society of the Mem-
orial Baptist. Church attended
the state WMU convention Ses-
sion held. Tuesday 'evening, April
2. at Paducah.
The Murray ladies attended
the banquet at the Ritz Hotel
and the special convention pro-
gram afterwards at the Baptist
Tabernacle at which time Mrs.
MacRae, missionary to Gaza in
the near East, spoke to Che
grodp.
Those attending were Mrs.
Mary Allbritten, Mrs. Claude
Mrs. Mahlon Frisaell-,
Mrs. Thrya Crawford, and Mrs.
J. H. Carter. Mrs. H. M. Mc-
Elrath, also of Murray. is at-
tending the entire convention
this week
III 




























PION CAIRO, UNA111.11 TO
GET EGYPT OR ISRAEL







IN MEXICO CITY ILAST
epOr•a I1
OUTCOAlli OF INERMUOA• U. $
TO SUPPLY SWAN WITH
GUIDED MISSILES POO DEFENSE.
U 5 TO JOIN THE liAGNOAD
PACT MILITARY COMMITTEE
By W. LEE BOND
United Press Staff Correspondent
DALLAS. Tex. II P jltiller..-tOr-
nad.ies whirled slowly through
Texas and Oklahoma late Tues-
day. crushing hundreds of homes,
killing at least 16 -persons and
injuring upwards of 800 others.
Ten persons were killed in
Dallas —.thethardest hit area —
and more than 700 others were
injured. ;An 11th. person was
killed in Texas 100 miles north-
east' DI Dallas and black tornado
funnels swept on into Oklahoma.
.Five were killed in Oklahoma
and 14 others were injured there.
bringing the two-state death toll
to 16. An estimated 800 homes
were destroyed in Dallas alone.
At least 170 persons, many of
them in critical condition. were
injured enough to require hospi-
tal treatment in Dallas: T h e
State Department of Public Saf-
ety estimated that 600 others
were hurt, but not enough to go
to hospitals. •
-rive-OT-the victims Tic-tiarisj
were children, ranging from flve
years. to one month old. The lat-
est death victim was 2-year-old
Milton Hillard who died today
at Parkland Hospital.
Fathers Go Berserk
-Fathers returning from- -
went berserk when they found
their homes wrecked and famil-





Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Outland
were in Lexington. Ky.. last
week to attend a convention at
the Phoenix Hotel. This was an
annual meeting for hospital
laundry workers and supervisors.
Mr. Outland is supervisor of
the Baptist Hospital laundry in
Paducah. He has been' in this
type of work for a number of,
years and is highly qualified. He
will receive a certificate in June
for a correspondence course he
is now taking concerning execu-
tive housekeeping and laundry.
Mrs. Outland is owner of Rob-
bie's Beauty Shop on South 13th
Street where they make their
home. The Outland's are both
natives of Calloway County and




The Rescue Squad will hold
their annual dinner meeting
which will be held at the Broad-
bent Cabin on Kentucky_
Thursday night, April 4 at 7:00
o'clock.
Those who do not know the
location contact Fire Station. All
member, .1., ,:r L., "I t.•I
0 -AV, nil:
U. S. PLAN TO CITICuMVINT
SUEZ CANAL S.TuATION BUILD
PIPELINES AND GIANT TANKTes
SPEED PLANS FOR ATOP.. ENING),
















EXILED MAE CYPRUS TO THE
SEYCHELLES A rime AGO. RUT




them until they calmed down.
A heavy thunderstorm hit
Dallas again e'arr.., today and a
downpour of rain moving
through with a squall line ruin-
ed what furniture was left by
the torpaclii in the demolished
homes.
"My wife and I saw it com-
ing," Robert Thurman. 31. bring-
ing his 'wife in to a hospital for
treatment. Said. "We._ had our
children lie down on the floor.
We just had time to see it com-
ing on us.
"It looked like the 'air was
filled with blue smoke and fly-
ing tin. There was a big roar
and our house fell in on us. '
"I heard my wife and children
crying and I dug them out."
T. M. Davisson. 41, and J. C.
Newton were caught squarely in




hail and strong gusty surface
wirIds are expected in an area
along and 60 m Iles on either
side cf a line from Texarkana.
Tex., to 50 miles northwest of
Paducah. Ky.. from 10 a.m. until
4 p.n1/2. (CST) today.
K. "c -son of the U.S.
Bureau Siat.in here, termed the
advisory a "severe weather fore-
cast.-
Extreme western Kentucky is
Included in the weather advisory
area.
dived into a 1.900 gallon tank
lying,empty on the ground. The
tornado didn't blow the heavy
tank away.
Like "Frelaht Trains"
"It sounded like a thousand
freight trains," Davisson said.
"I've never spent such a night-
mare. We would have been cut
to pieces if it hadn't been for
that tank."
The tornado broke gas pipes
and electric lines. Many persons
stayed in partly wrecked homes
all night, despite threatening.-
thunderstorms, because they
feared looters.
Tuesday night, hours after the
Dallas tornado, a twister to the
west near Fort Worth licked up
a house carr,ied it 70 yards and
dashed it against a school. The
house was smashed and t h e
school badly damaged.
The tornado that hit Dallas
was part of a brood of tornadoes
that struck at least eight Texas
counties and southeastern Okla-
homa. Total casualties in both
states 4vere at least 15 dead and
t9fP ioitn 
- Weather bureau tornado fore-
casters issued a severe thunder-
storm and tornado alert for most
of Oklahoma. extreme western
Arkansas. northeastern Texas and




the same type of weather that
bred Tuesday's tornadoes—were
forecast for part of that area
through today. but forecasters
declined to' predict possible tor-
nadoes that far In advance.
It took the tornado Shat hit
Dallas more than '30 minutes to
make its way' with 'a vast roar
from Red Bird Airport in South-
west Dallas to Northwest Dallas,
where -it broke up and vanished.
Thousands of persons watohed
the tornado's progress, some un-
til it hit them. Some leaped .ter-
rifled from the automobiles and
took ..shelter; it almost hypnoti7-
ed others who couldn't stop look-
ing at it until it was upon them.
Assistant Police Chief J E.
Curry of Dallas estimated that
R00 homes were destroyed or
damaged and that damage totals
at least 21,500:000 Rescue squads
had gone through the wreckage
of homes. •
But attendants at Parkland
(city-county) Hospital reported
that 45 or 40 persons had gone
tbrou" the list of injure0 Po-
lice feared some only have been
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CLEAN UP RACKETS
•
Developments in ttic specitil senate jacke4 investito-Lion Last Wee, and the prompt SUSpells1011 01. Dave
hese as a vicesplesiLmtit 01 tne ..-tr L-Lill) becallSe. he nal'
yoked tile fifth amok:meat, have caused some tothine,
prosecution se tile leader tet -Ine World s largalt Unluils
11-hd iy -Mu or • riiree-Qt ""hiS h•Ssistalits, WOUld serve
to put Me Lid on any Iurtner in% estigallinis and cause
eNtr) bu.d.) cOlic.erilect to cu-okittite to restore labor .1.111.-
jAlletally to their homer Prestige.
• r
Senator John Aratis-kts,. chaNia-
ot tile •peciat, investigating' echtriffrroie.; eft:jilted
there 4s ally' U' tiger t_q„ a •'%% 111 tWU press. Cull:
Iefehers ui tflt%%rrri-eti,i, egre-- aturClay in Write n lie
said ills coMniityte u.iid coup_erate WILL) to -
Clean sup- 4.; Liam Lauur nouse, and a televised pre SS coil-
lerellt.te'hulivay etch tie deified' Mat 11 alter 'sciatic',
or an lauor uniou ieaUel, would be spared any
Intinonlis ill his cutiii„l'er Invesfigation because QI
their trestle-reit-4r ett-tter-' pisset‘Ute--eteell moventent-m--.
slue labors high command.
:senator was questioned 'sharpti in regard'
to a stutenleilt ctrUittil to Jelioiol: .4ccartny, anuttlei
to1111111t1er gleftlitet, taut tne present -stink inchrent to
Da‘e S aplieaidiLce netore the Jeliate SAITinfittee
Wili smeii Stet, perlunie ;I, and . When,: the conanittee
starte estlgatrlig tii L lllte.X AUturnoteele 11'orklers ,L11-
one or ,t\ U ui Le 014uiiJ.111, tale Senator
Uitl hot eolicaut: 111 that opinion fie
thUassale the Vatoie .11at 1) :liter tieuther W111 iiiiL e his
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TURNCOATS---WHAT ARE THEY DOING H OW?
Aelie Pate with parents on farm near Carbondale, Ill.
William Cowart and mother.
Otho ti. Bell Samuel D. Hawkins litichard Tenneson
THE TURNCOATS who came back from Communist China, after electing to go there when captured
In. the Korean war, have been back for some time, now, and what lire they doing? Ot.ho G. Bell, a
former Mississippi (aim boy. is a maintenance man in East Olympia, Wash. He was captured in
1951, when he was 18. Richard Tenneson, who was in Red China 22 months, worked briefly in his
home town of Alden, Minn. Now he's a truck driver and helper for a job printing plant in a Min-
neapolis suburb. Samuel D. Hawkins, who decided he,didn't like Red China, says he has been re-
ceived "very well" by pre-army friends in Oklahoma City, Okla. Lewis Griggs says he recognizes
his turncoat decision is a 'black mark" on his personal history, lie is attending a college near Jack-
?"' aonville, Tex. The others have gone their various ways and are attempting to integrate themselves
in /Inferno/ion-rot/ na normal life.
— • — --
t
KIRKSEY Ilusial Gets Better As He
F H A News Gets Older Says Card Chief
The Kirksey FHA t hapter had
a meeting Friday. March 29 ,in
the school auditorium. The meet-._
, United Press Sports Writer
i Manager Fred Hutchinson of
the St. Louis Cardinals isn't kid-
was caibou to uer 
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01 Managcnient as •.‘ eli as wow', and that tips far atten- ' 
s.ven o clock. '
Plans .were also made for a 
has the "Isick". of aged-in-t0e pea -
giggle juice, but he still Schmidt (8)N4algre. Gray t6r- and
(7) and Westrtin. liefman (8),
by v.-kipping the 
losing
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rnii„,!h- nic111 1,ill'I to learn -some tot
(orrupt, it is hot a.- ii.i.uriou4, as a
Iact the ni,..re ar-Tea01,,,,g the inL-esti-
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 10 Years Ago This Week








At St. Petersburg, Fla.
Boston 000 000 000-0 5 1
N. York A um No 001-1 to 0
Brewer, Spring (8) and Daley.
Kucks and Berra, Howard (8).
Loser -- Spring.
At Tampa, Fla.
St. Louis 201 015 000-9 17 0
Cincinnati-- 000 002
'Wehmeier, Schmidt (8), Wil-
helm (9) and 'H. Smith. Nuxhall,
Scantlebury (41, Gross (7),
Fowler (9) and Burgess. Winner
— Wehmeier. Loser—Nifichall.
4t„t Jacksonville, Fla.
Atianta Sou 101 002 010-5 9 0
Milwaukee 301 030 10x-8 10 0
Dalton, Mackenzie (3), •Um-
bricht (5), Wrinn (7) and Tay-
lor. Spalsin and Roselli. Loser —
Dalton. HR — Phillips, Adcock,
McHugh. Reynolds 2, Covington.
At Ft. Myers, Fla,
Brooklyn' 303 001 013-11 13 2
Pittsburgh 000 010 400— 3 12 4
Craig. Besdent (6) and Campa-
nella: Pignatano (6). Minner. Ar-
royo (4). King (8). Hall (9) and.
Kravitz. Winner—Craig. Loser—
Minner. HR—Jackson, Rosenoro.
At Douglas. Ariz, 12 Innings
Balt. 000 003 030 000-6 8 0
Chi. N 000 301 011 001-7 17 1
Zuverink, Consuegra (5). 0'-
Dell (8) and Triandos. Ka4er,
Briggs (7), Anderson (81, Col-
turn (9) Lawn (11) and Silvera,
Neeman (9). Winner — Lown.
Loser — O'Dell. FIR — Nieman,
Baker. -
At Clearwater, Fla.
Chicago A 001 100 000-2 6
Philadelphia 000 001 30x-4 6
By TIM MORIARTY a former Redbird, ignited a Pierce. Derrington (6) n
Battey. Miller, Sanford (6) Lip-





ninth-inning rally that enabled
the New York Yankees to edge
the Boston Red Sox, 1-0. The .
Yankees put together a single by
,S finerout. and back-
to-hack singles by Gil McDoug-
ald and rookie Tony Kubek for
their only 'run.
rot, the Brooks, who shelled Paul.
inner fir - tee runs on eight
hits in the first three innings.
Homers by We Covington and By United Press
C,
At Las Vegas, Nev.
N. York N 400 020 000— 6 8 2
Cleveland 101 122 13x-11 11 2
Fight Results
Joe • Adcock helped the Braves ! MIAMI BEACH: Paul An -
At A High Level . of then- three-game spring series: down At 1&tea. 8•5. Tuesday. 
!
drews, 194, Buffalo, Outpoinlc,1
Nuxhan Racked Up Warren Spahn went the route Ernie- -
. CHICAGO_ __4t.. The Plumb- 
leio 
batfest against the .Rs'ed.„Ifor Milwaukee. although he was ••,...... 
Cab. 208. Flr, ,,Itlyn, i 10i.
ing and Heating Industries Bu- 
In the
at Tampa, Fla., 'Musial : touched for 10 hits, including. 
zau reports' that bathtubs are he' pest the Cardinals rack up , four homers.
,:&•ing pr ced now at the rate of , J. Nuxhall. who gave up seven Eisewhere around the spring
„about .300.000 annually. The . hits and three runs in the first I training camps:
1 . United States -leads_the world in' tnree innings. Herm Wehmeier, The Philadelphia Phillies reg-
1the number of bathtubs. I meanwhile. blanked the Redlegs istered their 10th victory in 11
-In recent years.". -the bureau I until the sixth when he was !games with American League i
said. "Sales of bathtubs have ex- : racked for three hits and ONO'
:.
teams by downing the Chicago
crawled nev. housing starts, thus ; runs. White Soc. 4-2; the Washingt.
'enators optioned outfielder Car -pointing up the trend toward the : At St. Peteriburg. Fla.. Enos
los Paula to Minneapolis !before.•• -,!•'-f-e,•hrm house." S:aughter. another old-timer and
-
Illazel for-
__ , (Ltd the
. 1..- -• Eserette.
iu.fl ii 0.. 1.. c meter.% I"-
Bathtub Production
,;1 }“d !A.t.:11 _Parents' Night Banquet
•at ti..- • ip-i.e"ei tor:Jo-row night at six o'clock, !
. 1.,1' c• I r,t \*.-„,1 Aiinurli Wells of the Mur-:
I :•! • "I- e0er held at Murray
• , . for May 2.t, 30, 31
:k• .--'•
ti:e., oi the ins;ructional
• ". h,a- ,• !!..-, :•:ti00art indicated today
"t r' ,rrirlY ."' /1. ."14rekit.̀" WOL114
'I . rit7:11i ila4((rthall ( Oa( h at
; „ji.t•• u-11- •. ;ttioti ',Li basketball.'
0 • '1 Ilit anti
'I A:" :1 • "i`t i• -\101.4,,htel'Y Acatle- .
T, 11!.
.1. F::(!.;ty to join
Ia. i - mot
v. 'At-e•i„ in APirray, refrneilpad.
•. 1!,i, M,IrttIs!di of rairplielle,ville,j-
• .),i, \i" anti Atfittist.





iperfect five-for-five day at bM
luesda_y„ stroking out four
- les and a homer as the Cardi-
nals downed the Cincinnati Red-
legs, 9-2, to complete- a sweep
breaking camp at Orlando. Fla.;
_ . the Clevelania Indians rallied to
IN NEW POSTS AT THE PENTAGON down the New York Giants, ii-and Gene Baker's 12th. inning
homer earned the Chicago Cubs




NEW CIVILIAN AND MILITARY 'heads of the U.S. Mr Force look at a
model of a 11-53 jet bomter as they meet In Washington. At left is
Jartee li.,„Doeglae Secretary of the Air Firce. At right is Gen.
.Thotr.as D. White, U S.A.F. Chief of Staff: At bottem, Dtinald A.
'Quarles (left), new Deputy Secretary of Defeere, drieueses VATIC
,glotal problems wh Gen. Nathan F. Twising, the new.thairman





The Lynn Grote 'Beta Club
-had their regular meeting Tues-
day, March 26 in the English
„morn. Thefe were sixteen mem-
bers present along with their





The 'business meeting included
'a discussion of . money making
activities and invitations for new
members. The president also ap-
pointed the senior -members as
a nominating commitee for- the
coming year.
A program wai - presented on
the origin and use et money. The
devotion was read. Games were
played and refreshments were
served. Thriketing was dismis-





One of the biggest conscience
payments in Connecticut history
was $1,990 received by State
Welfare Commissemer Christy
Hana, fr ,m an anonymete rt•lief





603 So. 4th St.
Day V Nite
1654 945-R40
NEW POWER NEW DESIGN
NEW CHOICE OF COLORS
See the daMing new design-ad-
reire the dramatic new colors-
inspect air far-advanced featorea
that-brihr you top performance,
power bailing and supe•-coiet
$124.50 to) $739.95
Easy terms, liberal tradedn
allowance on your old tnotorl




New Concord Road '
506 W. Main St. Telephone 13C 11I
'YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO.'
•r•
_„.
WEDNESDAY — APRIL 3, 1957
EVERY INCH A GROWN PRINCE
Constantine rides In his first Independence day ceremony.
•
Students celebrate by hurling garbage cans, running wild.
HERE ARE IWO widely divergent scenes of Greek Independence
day seremonies. The crown prince is the 17-year-old son of King
Paul and F'rederika. The students were demonstrating in support






• full 5 horsepower
• new low cost
• only 19 pounds
Here's new help for every farmer ... the floating
power of the new Homelite El dPect drive chain
saw that gives you more cutting for your dollar.
Its direct drive and full 5 horsepower give you peak
performance with even less effort on your part. 
Becauseit weighs only 19 pounes, it goes any.
where with ease ... cuts any wood from any posi-
tion, up, down, right, left.
See it ... feel its floating power in your min hands.




NEW DEALER FOR THIS AREA
COINER
impiement Company
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Mgr' 11
Thursday Night, April 4
7 O'Clock
Saturday Afternoon, April 6
2 O'Clock
Wee Selling Out Selected Lines Of Merchandise
At An Absolute Awtion
Every Item Offered Will Be Sold To Highest Bidder Regardless Of Price
THERE WILL BE NO 'Buy Bidders' AT THIS SALE
* During the past two years we have bought a numbe r of other stores which were in financial difficulty. We have bought these stores at distress prices. We now have
odd lots and mill ends of merchandise from these st ores which we will offer at this sale.
* We also have a number of lines of merchandise which we have been handling which we intend to discontinue. These lines will be sold at this sale.
* In addition to the above we have a number of lines of goods on which we are over-Mocked. We want'to reduce our inventory on these lines and will offer them at
auction during this sale.
Don't Miss It For This Will Be The Greatest Array Of Bargains Ever Offered In This County
Remember The Dates
TIIURSDAY NIGHT
APRIL 4 — 7 O'CLOCK
SATURDAY AFTERNOON





...ANEW POUR LAWN MOWER
TO THE HOLDER OF WINNING TICKET
BE SURE TO BE PRESENT
Here Is A Partial List Of Merchandise
We Will Offer At This Sale
Browning Shotguns Old Fashioned Flat Irons Cutlery














































Ev"Y item sold at this sale will be fully guaran-teed by Murray Supply Company. We will not
sell "seconds" or "off merchandise" but brand
spanking new goods by America's most famous
manufacturers. You will get the same guarantee
you would get if you bought the merchandise from
us in the regular way.
We want to emphasize that every item offered for
-sale Will be sold to highe§t bidder regardless of
•
price.
THERE ARE NO TRICKS, NO "BUY BIDDERS" — BUT AN
ABSOLUTE, HONEST AUCTION!
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At The Tarry Houle
Mrs. Eugene Tare, Jr.,' opened
her home urf Olive Street for
the meeting of the Lottie Moon
Circle of the Wonian's Mission-
ary Society of the First Baptist
Church held on Monday. April
1, at seven-thirty o'clock. in-the
evening. •
"Carver ScholT-A SoUrceoeerf -
Blessing" was the theme of the
Royal Service ,program written
by Dr. Emily K:Lan.sdell. presi-
dent of the school at Louisville.
Mrs. Leon Burkeen. program
chairman. Introduced Mrs. Wil-
liam Aciams who gave the devo-
tion on "Faith." "Faith of Our
Fathers" was the opening song
sung by the group with Mrs. Art
Lee leading.
Those taking part on the pro-
gram and their topics were: Mrs.
Henry Warren, -Beginnings";
Mrs. Roy Devine, "Woman's Mis-
sionary Union Adopts t h e
School"; Mrs. James Ward.
Growth and Chaogeo"; Mrs. A
Fussell, -Wkiinans Miesionary
Union Looks again at Needs for
Training"; Mrs. Charleexeen.
-A New Name, and a Venture
in Faith"; Mrs. J. B. Burkeen.
-The School and the Southern
Baptist Convention"; Mrs. Len
Burkeerr. "Leaders for !
row's World."
Mrs. R. L.! Beddoe of Calves- -
. ton. Texes, who is visiting in .
Murray, was a guest- and talked
to the group. She attended the
Carver School prior to her going!
to China tq serve as a mission-
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Thursday. April 4
Temple Hill chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Lodge Hall at seven o'clock.
• a •
The Foundalional Class of the
First Baptist Church will meet
eat ethee+ronte of -Mrs. ..10e.
Littletun at seven .o•e/ock. Note
carige in date.
• • • •
The Garden Department of the
Murree- Woman's Club will meet
at the cleib house at two-thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
The Supreme Forest Woodmen
Circle and Jessie Houston Gitic-
ers Club will meet in joint ses- I ast Ha-sion at the Woman's Club House'
at seven-thirty o'clock. All mem-
bers are urged to attend.
• • •
The Alter' Society of ,St. Lee's
The chairman, Mrs. Glenn
Wuodeneepresided at the meet- .
ing.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Tarry and Mrs.
Arlie Scott, to the following:
Mesdames William Adams, .1, B.
Burkeen. Leon Burkeen_ Roy'
Devine, Thomas B.. ilegencamp.
Co B. tones. Allen McCey. Per- •
dom Outland.. Castle Parker. A.
W. Russell, Charles Sexton, Will ,
7 Frank Steely, James Ward. Joe
Pat War& Henry 0. Warren. and
Glenn Wooden. members: Mrs.
Beddoe and Mrs. Art Lee. guests.'











No matter how little they are-
Nor how big-.
Tomorrow they will be grown
And today's smile but °memory.
Have Thew portraits made rvoi.
• stud.° that specializes in (-had
portralt


















THIS YEAR'S "Miss 'National
Press Photoempher" Is Carole
lebeheLsm,--le, who holds tee
cup and gives you a harpy
smile after winning crown at
photographers' convegtion in





a he Ito ely home of Miss Lor-
ene -Swami on the Olive_ Boule-
vard was the scene ot the meet-
ing of the Business Women's
eircle of toe Vs omen s Missionary
Society of the First Baptist
Church held on Monday, April 1,
at six-thirty o'clock in the even-
ing. •
Mrs. John Adams was leader
for the concluding study on. the
book, -Hume -Missions USA" by
Courts Redford. A film strip was
shown.
Assisting Mrs. 4darns were
Miss Huth Houston, Mrs. Myrtle
Wall, Mrs. Robert Jones, Miss
Vunda Gibson, Miss Laurie
Tarry, and Mrs. Eugene Shipley.
The program chairman for the
evening was Mrs. Graves Sledd
who gave the devotion. Mrs.
Ethel Ward .presented a brief
resume of the Royal Service
program, "Carver School: A
source of Blessing."
During the social hour refresh-
ments were served by the hos-





I he Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held a
special meeting at the dub house
on Mondeee April 1, at seven-
thirty o'clock in the evening.
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Ec14 Shakelford at seven;
thirty o'clock.
_ Friday, April 5
The Willing Workers Class of
the Memorial Baptist Church
.will meet at the home of Mrs.
!James Petty at seven - thirty
-13""4"‘:4•Lurjr- 
_ .
• • • .•
Monday. April 8 .
The Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First .Baptist Church
will Meet at the Morme Electric
i! Building at seven-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Will Rose's group will be
in charge of the arrangements.
• • • •
Club
Meet At H ne Of
Mrs. Conley Iames
• The March meeting of the East
Hornemakev Club was
held in the home of Mrs. Conley
James. The meeting was called
to ercier. by the president. Mrs.
Le.land - Alton. - - 
The 'devotion from Proverbs:
c apTer. and theothcitIght for
the month was given by Mrs.
Herley Craig.
'Roll call was answered by six
members. The minutes • of the
Last meeting and the treasurer's
report were given by Mrs. Hertle
Craig in the absence of the sec-
retary. Mrs. Glen Kelso.
Announcements were made by
the president, following' vebich
MrS. A. G. Wilson. chairman,
the program for next year was
presided at the meeting whichI discussed with the members
was devoted entirely to lbusiness.selecting their choice for next
ears work. New.ollicers 
for the year 1957-
e-
58 were elected who are Mrs.Planning the slip cover was
the lesson presented by Mee. Ben Trevatha
n, chairman; Mrs.' 
Wiiliam Adams, the major pro- ClUs Robertso
n, Jr., vice-chair-,
iect leader. man; Mrs. Ha
rry Whayne, acre-
Refreshments.• were served to tarY; Mrs. Bennie Simmons,
the members present and the treasurer.
wing gueses. Mrs. Hubert The retiring officers are Mrs.rele 
Wilsene• Mrs. Mary Hawthorne, Wilton. chairman, Mrs. 9. T.
,'td Mrs. Hoyt Craig. Lilly, -ice-chairman, Mrs. Joe -FL. 
the home of Mrs. Saeah Har-






 also discussed for isitors are always welcome:
the Children's Style Show to be
held on Monday, April 8, t
New MIT Lab For seven o'clock in the evening 
a 
at
Earth Sciences the club house. The public is
_ invited and proceeds will go for
C.A.mBitiDGE. mass. a, _ thji bend it ut the kindergarten.
Massachusetts Institute -tit Tech-
! nelkigy heseset up_a laboratory 'of'
i earth sciences to study our plan-
et's Interior. the atmosphere;
-'he .oceans and the land masses•
. between. .
Pref. Henry G. Houghton, head
MIT's meteorology department,
will take charge of the new lab,
The lab will be operated jointly
the departments of metoor0-
: .ge. geolegy and geophysics.
The lab will attempt a new and
integrated approach "to expert- Harrison said.
9UESilON ,IS, WHO'S IN THE DRIVER'S
mental- and theoretical investiga-
tions of man's environment," Har-
rison said.
The professor said that "a dash'
of imagination" will .be added to
"spite: scientific observations.
"Controlled unagmatien often is
the chief tool of the earth scien-
tist when he assails Such questions
as ferrhation of continents, causes
of climate or the nature Zit the
earth four billion y ors. ago,"
SEM?
Que.lioner• (from lift) Senator McClellan, chief entinarl Robert Krnnedy. and hl• brother, SrnatorJohn kinnty (D). 31assachusetts. They are querying Nathan Shefferman, Dave Beck's friend.
L.
Deck I eiefts at testimony. Sherterman tells about spending S85,000 of Teamsters' money.
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eration or so hence rising politicos
once again can declare to the
electorate, "I was raised in a lug
cabin."
WRONG DATA
PRINCETON, N. J. --411e- The
education testing service of
Princeton University flunker re-
cently when it tried to test some
2,560 candidates for graduate
sent out last year's directions
f.
with this year's test blanks.
"TOWERS OVER ALL
MOVIE GREATS !"-:".7,7.:*4

















It is important that wedding invitations
or announcements be of the finest
quality and in the best taste. To be
sure of both, order here. •
LEDGER & TIMES
Get Our Estimates
SURVIVORS OF -ANCIENT ORDER
CARRIED BY ITS MOTHER, e child looks apprehensively at skulls 
and
bones of some of the 300 former members of the Confraternity of ,
The Big Red Hoods, one of the strange lf of religious sects in 
the
world. It has as its center a church and cemetery on Tiberioa Island
on the Tiber River, Rome'sehistoric waterway Behind the 
woman,
who wears a traditional rencarf. Is a hooded member of thefOrder.
Founded in 1700, Pope Pius VI recqgoized the Confraternity and,
Later, Pope Pius DC gave the Brothrhood the body of St. 
Pacifico,
which rests beneath the altar. Today, there are only 10 Brothers,
still living, and some 50 women members. (International Exclusive)
Small Town Needed
Down Doctor, Got Two
Concord Way
Our teacher has been reading
to us about long, long ago in
the West. The books tell of a
farpily that had a very hard
time making enough food to
eat. They had few clothes and
were very very poor. But they
were happy and thankftfl for
what they had.
The little girl was named
Laura. She had an older sister,
Mary, who was blind, a younger
sister, Carrie, and baby -sister,
Grace. They lived with their
Pa and Ma and their dog. Jack.
In the .winter it 18111 blizzard
after blizzard came and snowed
them under so the trains would
not run from Christneas until
May. Laura and- her Iainily did
:not have any feed except pota-
toes, tea and wheat.
ie. They made flour of the wheat,.by grinding it in a cofifee mill.
When their coal gave. out Pa
twisted hay into sticks and they
burned therrt and kept from
freezing.
Our class wanted to do these
things. so we made grease lamps
and burned them to see how
much light they would give.
Mrs. Brown said we could
cook our food in the Home !
Economics room.
We ground the wheat in a
coffee mill like Laura's family.
The girls made sour dough bread
like Ma made. The- -boys washed
potatoes and boiled , them in
their jackets.
When the bread and potatoes
were cooked we at. We. enjoyed
it a lot, but we would not like
to eat bread and potatoes all
winter.
Sammy brought some hay to I
Fch..d. We twisted it into sticks
like Pa and Laura did. It burned
quickly and we learned it would
take an awful lot of time to
twist enough hay to keep a fire
all the time.
.We made hot tee and drank
it without sugar like 
..dra's
family. Some of us liked it and
some of us did not.
We have had reading. 
spelling,
english, art, writing, and arith-
metic in doing these things.
We have had lots of fun 
and
learned lots o in ere
• Patsy Falwell, Reporter
UTICA, Neb. -AR-- This town
(.f 550 wished hard for a doctor
of its own-and got two of them.
The town, with the aid of Its
surrounding rural populace, land-
ed Dr. Wilmer Kamprath. And
Kareprath brought along his wife,
Dr: Coll Kamprath.
The town‘, built the Kampraths
a small but well-equipped clinic,
and it's usually full of waiting
patients. In adhition they ,,make
many hospital calls in nearby
towns.
Both memberse,of the mediCal
team ' were graduate& in 1953
from the University of Nebraska's
college of medicine. Their pres-
ence here makes Utica probably
the best-attended t‘o.en of its
size in Nebraska. Many larger
towns have no physican at all.
ACTRESS HAS GIRL
Do-It-Yourself
Log Cabin Is Here
KENNYDALE, Wash.
The log cabin is staging a come-
back in this do-it-yourself age.
Aage Jensen, a furnitute maker
and builder who arrived in the
United States from Denmark by
way of Canada four years ago,
has come up with a new way to
push the revival of* traditional
birthplaces of America's earlier
statesmen and frontier heroes.
To assist tuaay' do-it-yourself
cabin builders who are not as
handy with a double-bit axe as
thier forebears, Jensen has set up
a production line in a -former
shipyard near Seattle on the east
shore of Lake Washington,.
The result is prefabricated log
cabins of various sizes, and Jen-
sen claims a man and his small
son can assemble the smalest var-
ity-12 x 17 foot structure-in a
little more than an hour.
Jensen's pre-fabricated cabins
are complete with hardware,
doors, window's, roof and floor.
The smellest costs slightly less
than $800 at the Kennydale plant.
No Nails Needed
All the sawing and shaping of
the cedar logs is dope at the fac-
tory and no nails are needed to
hold the walls together.
The logs interlock at each cor-
ner when they are stacked, and a
tongue and groove along the en-
tire length of each log provides
a virtually air tight fit. Because
of the insulation afforded by the
three-inch solid cedar walls, Jen-
sen's cabins are popular in Alaska
and the Canadian Yukon.
Jensen said he also is getling
an increasing number of orders
from Hawai where he hopes his
cabins will replace the traditonal
"little grvs shacks" of the is-
lands.
But most of the 200 cabins Jen-
sen's company (Pan-Abode Ince.)
turned out last year were erected
in the United States.
Maybe that means that a gen-
HOLLYWOOD - Film. ac-
trees Nancy Valentine, wife of'
business' executive 'Ted Tilling--
hest III. gave birth to' a six-
pound, nine-ounce girl at Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital. The couple
named the baby Darin Elizabeth.
A FITTING PROMISE
CHICAGO !IT -Designer Emilio
Pucci soon- will market a product
designed for an obvious market
-a pantie girdle for the "women
of all sizes and shapes" who







1>al a body blow
Here's a friend



















Carbon copy ca pea tatios to cool a family combo through
the sultry season! Basil, masterfully manipulates an airy float
of fine cotton .4,h4ssi washability, resistance to wrinkling
or shrinkage, drip .d arid iron free finish. Double mer-
cerized, double blea d white grounds sun-brightly pat.
ternad by gay calypso dancers. Slash pocket, back zipper.
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30 par word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 50e - 60 per word for three days. Cleaelfled ads are payable In advance.
I FOR SALE
PIANOS, new" and used. Seiburn
White, 403 Chestnut St., Murray,
Ky. Al2P
FOR SALE oy OWNER. Nice 2
bedroom home, has electric heat,
tardworod- flours. •rity- 'water,werage and paved street. Has
nice G.I. loan. Twp blocks west
of College. Call 763-M or see at
1702 Miller Ave. A3P
LOOK Home Owners! 10 Alum
windows, 1 door for 2199 instal-
led. Alum awning any size or
$17 up. Home _Comfort Co., 18th
and Main St. Phone 1303. M4C
 - - 
SECTION HARROW, two horse
'rastus, plow, two wheel
trailer. Phone 1085-R or see S.
L. Horn at N. B. Ellis Company
any morning. A4P
HI GLOSS White Enamel. Only
$4.95 gallon. Glindel eaves. Call
184-W. A4C
, • 8'X8' OVERHEAD garage door
in goW corialtiOn. -C-Ta r-91-32-.-
A8Cb
ANTIQUE Love Seat in good





Street from Post Office•
See or write A. L. Burkeen
13/0 Wells Blvd., Murray, Ky.
Telephone numbers Res, 1843;




1944 FORD - Ferguson' tractor,
plow, and cultivator. Ilafford H.
Orr, Rt. .1, Hazel, Ky. Phone I
HY 2-3470. A5P
FOR ALL , TYPES of matched
fatirics for your Easter outfit at
the lowest prices anywhere, shop
at Greenfield Fabrics, 3 miles of
Muriayi- H-evy. 94. A54C
'53 MODEL motor scooter, 50/
S. 8th Extended. Ph. 1409. A5C




LOST: Solid gold, broad wedding
ring. A' family keepsake. Lost in
town. Finder, call Helen Walker,
telephone office. rrc
C.
LOST: Brown and white female
Terrier, sized dog. Last seen
wearing collar in vicinity of the
college. Finder, call 15854. iv,
Male Help Wanted • I
iPERIENCED Body Man. Call
9132. A6C
Textile Workers
New air - conditioned nar
fabrics plant, opening South
Carolina. looking for experi-
enced technicians, fixers,
weavers. Write Box 500, Suite
1601, 110 W., 40th St. New
York 18, N.Y. a3c
NOTICE
ORNAMENTAL IRON, cast and
wrought designs, porch columns,
railings, mail box and light post,
picnic tables, yard furniture, etc.
Low prices, easy. terms, free es-
timates. Mayfield Ornamental
3681,Collect.
SINGER SEWING Machine rep-
resentative in Murray. For sales,
service and repa.r. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16* Ex. Phone
Al6C FI/IFE ROOM HOUSE,•cheap rent: St., shower, electric stove con-
SEWING MACHINES, Necch
Domestic, Brother. Repair all
makes. Write or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex, 210 S. 4th.,





MIDDLE AGE or elderly lady to
stay in home and keep children
while mother works. More for
home.than wages. Phone 514-J.
A3C
WAITRESS Wanted. Experienee
preferred. Triangle Inn. A4C
GARDENS TO ORDER, lawns to
level. For appointment, see Joe
R. Nance, College Farm Rd.
M5C
A4P
FOR RENT rSERVICES OFFERED1
DOWNSTAIRS 3 room furnished
apartment (private): Heat and
hut v•ater furnished. Call 3864
t or 1625. A3P
FURN APT. for rent,
located 1405 W. Main St., $50
month, water furnished. Call
1721-J after 5 p.m. A3P
3-ROOM HOUSE 183822504. W. Olive
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Gjoinite Works,
builders of fine Wmorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. A22C
, .
LUZIERS Spring Treat. New and
improved cosmetics. Special of-
fer thru April 12. Free demon-
stration. Mrs. Ottis Patton. A4C
YOU CAN GET $60 to $75 slur
your old- living room suite if you
trade it .for, 4 new otte 4t.4r0t-!0.
and .fly Furniture Cu. $zi to
55-0 -for your old dinette suite- on
a new one. Mattresses from
$12.50 to $37.5J. Platform rockers
$17.50 to $29.95. See us now. We
trade. 105 N. 3rd St. Murray.
Phone 1824. • 1TC
() DAYS" SPECIALPractically
new 3 bedroom house. -modern
every way. Shower in base-
insulated- throughout, -walk
In closets v,ith double- sliding
;doors, located On, lot 100x150
; foots in the fastest growing part
;of Murray. Why build when you
; can buy 'this one 'for $8,000.00.
I Claude L. Miller, Real Estate
' and Insurance. Phone 758 & 1058.
LOrer-"Stubblefiel; Druif. .A5C
the Brass an a the Blue
•-Scitiez:Lei-e.t. Welded between eig r
pialisade oi eon i Y.
1tumscit and ere mei, no lost with Unwire's- Ns 
troop into precise-
ti. e civilian, personnel. Foto deaci formation. 
Schwabacker igcl them
civilians, according to their Way the flnai mil
e to the gate. He
of thinking, was too, much to pay entered 
last. wheeling aside with
the Indians. A soldier .was pant his comman
d 'so ' the wagon*
to stared and bleed, but .not • co
uld skirt the parade and go
civilian. . on to the 
quarter master yardie
Rutledge Hughes made „this Sergeant 
MeGruger v.-as pieced in
plain when he canie to Scnwa- charge 
of the burying detail, for
backer's fire and stood there Schwalacker 
had the dead in two
•1-4ts wide spread, anger splashed 
wagons. The wounded were taken
across Ms face. "I want rme to the 
infirmary while Serg.ant
talk and I want it now, Lieuten- Fi
nnegan di.imissed the command
ant.' and made 
arrangements for brl-
Finnegan and Sehwahacker lets and stahle
 space.
botri looked up from the coffee Lieutenant 
Schwabacker was
Finnegan had made. "Sit down," impressed 
with the fort. In spite
Schwabacker invited, of the derog
atory tales he had
"I'll say my say standing." heard about 
Colonel Carrington.
Iltighea sea "This little stunt he decided 
that the man nad
you pulled don't set good with do
ne a good )ob of construction.
me." The 
stoi„Ande was heavy pine
"Sorry to hear that," S..hwa- trunks, 
eleven feet tall. hewn to
backer said. "From a military a 
touching surface, pointed and
standpoint, the engagement was looped for 
firing positions. Block-
s success. That enUrely settles ho
uses sat on the two diagonal
the matter for me." co
rners and the massive gates
"But not for me." Floghes ar. had small 
wickets and huge
rued. 'We don't think. there Pucks. Three 
frame warehouses.
would have been any fight it you the 
hospital and four company
hadn't invited them. Wool we get quarters 
were each eighty-four
to Kearny, there's going to be feet 
long, the largest frontier bil-
snmethmg done about it." He lets 
Schwabacker had ever seen.
hitched up his pants and snorted The 
flagstaff SAS in the center
through his nose. "My men aren't, of the 
parade. surrounded by an
going to nave their lives impel-- oc
tagonal bandstand upon which
lied because some big-nose officer 
Carrington had nightly concerts.
Is glory-hunting." 
Diverging walks, each twelve
Sehwahacker started to rise, foet wide, 
permed to each street.
hut Scan Finnegan put out his The 
powder magazine was in one
hand. "You got a bad arm, sor. of 
the somres thus formed.
Let me." 
The commaniling officer's quer-
"Permiesion granted," Schwa- ters ware 
along the southwest
backer said as Hughes looked wall, 
and after turning his horse
from one to the other. Ills at- ev
er to the bugler, Sehwahacker
tention centered on Finnegan went 
there to make 'his report
alien the serecaot atermad-wround An 
orderly admitted him and he
the fire, his eyes belligerent. The came 
to attention before a pay'
Instant Hughes correctly read ing 
general of infantry. .,
Finnegan's Intent, he bellowed "
Lieutenant Emil Schwab:triter,
and charged, arms swinging. Fin- sir
. commanding E Troop, 3rd
- negan struck out., catching 
United States Cavalry."
Hughes flush on the mouth. The 
"Welcome to 'Fort Kearny,
sutler stage:red back, blood well. 
Lientenant." lie waved Schwa-
ing from split lipsilFinnegrin went 
backer into a chair. Brevet Brigs-
alter him and hit him again. diet 
General II. %V. Wessels was
From a prone position. Hughes a 
blunt-hodied man, slow moving.
looked up, but, the fight was but 
with a keen intelligence in
. over. • Schwabacker said. "Ile- 
his eyes. His fingers were short
turn to your camp. and if there and 
thick and he had the hat*
Is any more of this you'll ride of
 drumming thAn on the edge
to Kearny in one of your wagons, 
of his desk, or his belt buckle.
trussed up like a chicken.'
"I fight my own fights."
Hughes said and got to his feet.
hands flailing' dust from his
clothes. He glared once more at
Schwabacker then went to his
own camp, •
Schwahacker said, "I'm In your
debt, Sergeant."
' "Ah, rior, it was 11 plefliUre."
• The morAng dawned brieht
I and yellow and the day turned




they reaehrel Dry Creak, but at
this time of the year there was
water in it. Sehwahaelter allowed
bathing Privilege". enlested men
I first. For this Itialedge Hughes





tiS frank, Lieutenant: I ex-
pected to see Temple Jocelyn at 
even greater than my father.
the head of that column." 
Finnegan rolled this around In
"Iles been wounded, sir." 
his mind before speaking. "Yon ye
been worithe mighty hard these
last two years, sor. I've sort of
Watched from time to time. Beg-
gin' your pardon. Igor, but that's
fool's business, tryin' to top an-
other man." .
"Some things we can't help,"
SeMeabacker said. "But it's my
troop now. I mean to commend
it to the best of my atelity."
"Ale that you will, 'son The
lads all knovil it too."
---
Tomorrow in that:tee 15:
Wottl conies of Temple Joee-





C Copyright. WS by James Keene. Replinted by permission of Random House. Ise. (King Features Syndicate)
t By noon the next day thiy , 
: v take •
vult.\-, loyatt. ,id Crazy Wonian's Fork ! ace that 
you r: Oper
" iiiM1U • Lici.temait .. 
on. the aoy alter rafsed the-, , my 
week .y ..Oar tch." '
. - twerot yore SR-
like_ written repipts. Lieu-
tenant. In great detail. Wtirit ot
mouth is easily misunderstood or
distorted See that'such a report
la placed on my desk by work
call torraFrow." -
"Yes, sir." Setiv:aLacker salut-
ed and went out, where he found
the officer of the day watting.
His quartets turned out to be a
small room near the end of a
tong row ea identical room.% Af-
ter the formality of signing tor
the spare furniture, the O.D. left
and Emil Schwabacker Waited
for his orderly to fetch his few
belongings.
But Sergeant Finnegan brought
them, along with the report that
the wounded were being cared
tot and that none was likely to
die. Finnegan, tor some reason
known only to himself, felt an
inclination to remain while
Schwabacker unpacked and hung
his uniforms.
Finally the sergeant said, "Sor,
can 1 ask a question?" .
Sehwihacker looked at him.
"Yes. Forget the rank in this
room. Sean."
"Ah. that's th' way it should
be,
"Was it that way with Joce-
lyn?"
Finnegan frowned. "You're al-
ways bringin• that up, sor? Ilc's
cut of th' troop, sor. You're in
command of E now."
"What did you want to ask me.
Sean 7"
"Just that, sor. How come you
got_ to work so hard, as though
you was tryin' to outdo him all
th' time."
"Maybe I am" Schwabacker
said. He peeled off his shirt and
poured a ?main of water. "4' sea -
lived a lifetime in the shadow of
a man who was SO big I Just
knew I could never be AS good AS
he wa.s. Si) I went to West Point
to be on my own." He paused
to splash water over his face.
He talked through the :rowel. -
"The gods are against me, Sean.
The Civil War was over by the
time I was commissinned, my-
assignment tp Fort Laramie was
one of inaction. • and on top of
that I got Temple Jocelyn for a
commanding officer, another man
like my father, only more 'kind,
Schwahneker recounted the tight
It Ryndlee's road ranch. He then
made his complete report, cov-
ering the invited attack, Spotted
Tail's defent, and RuUedge
Hughes' objections. -
This Impressed General Wes-
sels. said, "The dety here
is rough, Lieutenant, but you
show promise.- The Fetterman
massacre is still Red Cloud's
strong medicine. Couple that with
Carrington's bungling tactics rind
this Smolt believes he Is invinci-
ble." His fingers continued to
drum.' "I swat say that it is




Call 872-W, Albert Crider. A4C nection, automatic washer con-
nection, excellent neighborhood,
low rent. Call 983-M-2. A3C3 ROOM uNturnished apartment,.
hot & cold water. 414 N. 5th St.
Phone 2055. 'A5C
NICE 3 EOIDM UNfurnished
apartment,. private entrance and
bath, glased-in back porch. Ava-
ilable April 8. 104 N. 10th. Call
1485 or 870. A5C
TOO COLD
HARTFORD, Conn. -
Buy Scouts who took an ice box
on a camping trip in 20-belPw-
zero weather knew what they
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VANDERBILTS ON' TOUR OF EUROPE !Younger Men NeedTo Watch Heart
IltICENTIY-MARRIED Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt are
shown on their arrival in Paris. They a ere wed in Mexico 
City
March 12. The millionaire sportsman said he would be in Geneva,
Switzerland, for a week in connection with the convention of the
World Veterans Fund, of which he is president. After that the c
ouple
will continuo on their three-week tour of Europe. 
(International)
THE TRAP IS BAITED Crow Too Smart
For Own Good
PETOSKEY, Mich V - A
supermarket here is enti• isg
shoppers with a 1,184 pound
wheel of cheese. Customers are
allowed to hack off and eat as
much of the, cheese as they like
NANCY
I WISH MY HAIR
WOULD GROW IN
AGAIN
CLEVELAND. 0. -it?_ Crows
with high IQ's can cause a lot of
trouble, as David McKelvey dis-
covered.
His gifted bird would swoop
down at family barbecues and
snatch bits of steak off a guest's
plates. He would walk through
wet paint and then decorate/walls
with painted - crow's reef.-
Zeke -.1gas helping; David's bro-;
'her. thiTice, dismantle and • re-
pair a bicycle. The parts came
iff. but were not around when
Bruce ,started to put the bike..._
,ogether."'Zeke had swallowed a
few of the vital components.
t
Neighbors coinplaineZ about
Zeke's shenanigans with neigh-
borhood dogs. The playful cri.ov
[perched in a tree and imitated the
!dogs' barks. They answered back
and the din hit a feverish pitch
All this prompted David t6





Frank - K. Everest will return
to the United States next month
to accept a U. S. Chamber of
Commerce award as (lie of the
10 "great living Americans." The
award recognizes his feat of
flying faster. than any either
living man. 1,900 miles per hour
in a Bell X2 ri•c1Cet ship.
OMAHA, Nob -IS- The busi-
ness man's heart" is not limited
to the middle-aged man in the
executie suite, according to Dr.
Otto Wurl of the Creighton Uni-
versity School ,of Medicine.
The alarming trend in heart
disease in that the ailment is be-
coming increasingly frequent a-
mong men in their 20's and 30's.,.
he. said.
Heart disease is not inherited
but it is rnost prevalent among
people who eat well and who face
myriad "stresses and strains"
; in their business, Dr. Wurl point-
ed out Wurl said the man who
has always been overweight
usually is not susceptible as a
man' who has been a well-con-
ditioned athlete, and then lets
I himself get fat.
COLLEGE
CLEANERS





TON ITE and THURS.
TYRONE POWER
KIM NOVAK











"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
by Ernie Bushmille,
A Penny Kiss
WIEST BRISCOE, first Jewish
Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland,
Is shown on his arrival in Los
Angeles. Araong the greeters is
Eva Mager. 8. a Hungarian-
Jewtsb refugee. She receives a
kiss from Briscoe after she pre-
sented him with a bank contain-
ing 200 pennies, saved by her








IC BECOME A MEMBER
OF THE "DOUBLE-DARE'










WELL-LIKE GIVING THIS BOUQUET
OF FLOWERS 10 OLD LAW DELL.
SHE JUST ADORES POSIES-YOU


















THAT IS KIND OF A NICE THING




NO MONEY, AN' HE'S
HONGRY -Bur, DOES
SHL CARE '7- PAW,- SHE
TOSSES HIM OUTA TH'
HOUSEif-
or,
by Raeburo Vas Bursa
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sonic very interesting things about I "The movie will show how the Large Dairy Cows
elephants. he wrote. Ceylon or Asian elephant differs
the story deals with th (Jape_ from the African elephant—he Broadway Best Producers
nose "death railray" from Burma
to Thailand which was under
. By RON BURTON construction during World War II.
• r- United Press Staff Correspondent -K. Kadwate, a descendant of
HOLLYWOOD —ftr— One of
(he better unoffical reporters
of the Hollywood s`cene is a wom-
an named Brenda Marshall. She
•
le
Kandyan chieftain who sup-
plied elephant mounts to the an-
cient kings of Kandy. told me
the elephant-IS the most faithful
also hapkns to be Mrs. William animal on earth." the actor wrote.
Holden. so, when anything hap- No Graveyard -
pens involving him, she's usually "He told me one elephant•
the Tirst tojell about it. • 'named Stnla once disobeyed or-
When the Hoidens are apart for siers by wandering away from
any reason, they write like eager' his keeper' When the animal fin-
.pen_RalsIn  last ac-  was found several days later
cording ta the keper f_theoleune Tam _many miles away, it was
fires, he found•zhCitaight have to I keeping vigil over the funeral
revise his thinking about the dog '! pyre of his master who had died.
being man's best friend. A lot "But don't worry about my
must be said .for the eleehant.: bringing one home for a pet. I
particularly in Ceylon, he wrote. Won't. They're very temperamen-
Holden went to Ceylon -far la; and won't even budge .or eat
The story deals with the Japa- unless humored. And the veter-
'hile 'Working in the - film wit A innarian bills would be. terrific!
A Guiness. Jack Hawkins and They seem to have mostly sto-








big savings on installation, too
Alfred Duncan
ELECTRIC SERVICE
515,Whitnel Ph, 1680 Murray, Ky.
has a more protruding forehead.
smoother trunk and ears .4 hat are
smaller and better formed."
"That's a myth," he said. "It
began because a lot of elephants
want to be near water when
they .sick. This means tome
of themi die, in the same place-‘•
or near water."
• NEW YORK —In— The
Schulberg name.famous in an
earlier Hollywood's 'day, is slated
to return to American screens
with,the formation of Schulberg
Productions. Inc_ with head-
quarters in New York.
Headed by novelist Budd
Schulberg and producer Stuart
Schulberg, the new company
plans live major films within
the next three sears based either
on Budd Schulberg's published
rproperties or on original screen
material he is currently writing.
Announced as the first films to
be produced are: "In the Ever-
glades." to' be filmen in Florida.
and Neve York "On Eight Aven-
ue:" a -Puerto Rican script, "Paso
Double." and "The Disenchanted'."
The .first three are original'
screen plays by Budd Schulberg.
"The Disenchanted" is based on
.his best selling novel and will
from,  Lhe. Play _that
scheduled .for New York pro-
duction next year. "The •Disen-
chanted" has ,been dramatized by
Budd Schulberg and Harvey Breit
and will be produced in New
York in association with William
Varrid.. .
't'entative budget on each film
is approximately a million
t 
 dol-
tñr are the sons of
the filits... pioneer, B. F. Schul-
brg, former production chief of
Paramount. The new 'company
will be oriented toward the
, easLcoast with production geared
to New York and location shoot-
ing.
To Elevate Winter
1 • The comparty ezill draw heavily
• on the vast _. reservoir .. of stories
1-and- properties written -by thel
'best-swing novelist and Academy
; Award winner. Budd Schulberg,
Ibut "will not, be lirriited to pro-
ducing solely from his _work.
Stuart •Schulberg indicated that!
'he company will elevave the
--reenplay writer to a new level
,f importance. As the play-
.right in the New York theater
.., intimately involved in casting.
st.uming, lighting and staging,
will the'screenwriter play such
a vital role for Schulberg pro-
ductions. This was Budd Schl-
berg's relationship with Elia Ka-
zan in $1 phases of (heir "On the
Waterfront." and he is now fol-
Concord Friends Solicit the Support for
CHARLIE LASSITER
for REPRESENTATIVE .
We. the friends of Camiter,
of the .Concord ',District would 'like to
• ;isle of-the people of Calloway Coun•
ty to join with us and e:ect Charlie
1-assiter the next Representat,ve of our
county.
We have known Charlie Lassiter
since infancy. We have seen hint strug-
gle to get an education against almost
unsurmountabie odds. We hae seen
' :m go to school with a striped pair of
--en an4 eut wood before and
that he could stay in school.
.   orch Off tei war and return to resume his
'ducat o n W(• hove watched him as a school teacher. At the
orerent t.rne he"is ree:egnized as, one of. the best school men
Ca;I:e Ciion•y. Having known this young man from in-
fancy. s kn •w h,m to be a man of outstanding character.
We knew h to ••i titi a man of les word. Knowing these things
ahd rec:••gnizing him as one of -the outstanding men of Callo-
way County. we •Nant to ask all 'people co„ .(eur county to go to
the polls it May 28 and' elect Charlie Lassiter the next Repre-
sentative from Calloway County because he is honest, sober,
qualified. de:er.ong. and because he will represent all of the
per.file and not aro.: special group. .
s tten and pad for by Concord friends
cf ceari e Lass teni
',lowing suit with "A Face in the
Crowd." also made here with
ay JACK GAVER
United Press Drama Editor
NEW YORK — 1? — Ralph
Richardson has come over from
London to give a good farcical
performance in 'The Waltz of the
Toreadors," but there is one
hitch so. far as this reviewer is
concerned.
There seems to be room for
doubt that this play by France's
Jean Anouilh calls for farce
treatment. However, that is what
Richardson and some of the
other members of the cast give it
under Harold Clurman's direc-
tion, and there has been consid-
erable critical hat-tossing about
this in other precincts.
But whatever mood may be ap-
plied to the playing, the work
doesn't impress in this corner as
being any particular Gallic ball
of fire. There is an occasional
good line, but the wit is thinly
spread for the most part, and, if
this sort of play has not a gener-
ous helping of wit, then there is
no little to make it attractive.
- Richardson has the role of an
aging French general who seems
to have spent more time in pur-
suit of women than of the enemy.
He has a. Wife wito_has. feigned in-
validism for years in order to
hold him and to homely teen-
-aged daughters. After 17 years he
gets another . chance with a
younger woman he has fancied
himself in love with only to have
his young secretary take her
from him. And the secretary
turns out to be his illegitimate
son.
AnouiIh it A one-note sort of
writer.
In the supporting cast assem-
bled by the Producers Theater
are the admirable Mildred Nat-
wick, who has all too little to
do; John Abbott. Merle' Fobes,
John Stewart,- :William Hansen,
Frieda Altman. Louise Kirtland,
Mary Grace Canfield. Sudie Bond
Ind- Helen Seamen. Ben Edwards
has set the play 'admirably.
It seems only fair to mention
thatipthis is .a minority report.
Three top stai's have been lined
up by the-producers-.f a new play,
"Hide and Seek." by Stanley Mann
and Roger MacDougall. They are
Franchot Tone, Geraldine Fitz-
gerald and Bazil Rathbone. It
goes into rehearsal Feb 18 and




MINNEAPOLS -AM-- A new
'kind of premium plan, a free say-
-Kazan inits account fi ir customers has
Stuart Schulberg. who returned
'70M 10 years in Europe to head
:p Schulberg Productions with
is brother. produced the con-
•roversial prize-winning German
f:!rn. "No Way Back." in Berlin.
Altogether he has done 200 shorts
•rid full length films in 16 cid-
fi•rent countries overseas.
"In the Everglades." the first
film on their production schedule
ins set for filming in late spring,
1957. Negotiations are now going
,n for release of Schulberg Pro-
riuctions with a major company.
INTERNAL TROUBLES
PITTSBURGH — be In-
ternal Revenue Service announc-
•-ri today the discharge of Rose
Mary Coiaizzi for not taking
enough interest in- her work.
She hasn't filed a federal in.











URBANA, Ill. —an— Large
dairy cows, with plent yof cape-
to eat large amountt of
roughages, usually are the best
producers and have the longest
productive life, a University of
Illinois farm expert says.
"That does not necessarily
mean the cow should be fat,"
pointed out Leo Fryman, college
of agriculture extension dairy
speacialist. • "but an extra 100
pounds of weight on a dairy hei-
fer at first calving may mean
she will produce 14 to 22 pounds
more butterfat- every year she
is in the herd"
Fryman said studies proved
that, within each breed, the lar-
ger, more capacious cows usually
-are the best producers and have
the longest productive life."
Fryman added that the best
feed for heifers is good-quality
legume hay fed in liberal amounts
and supplemented with some
grain. He said the grain should
be made up mostly of farm-
grown grains, misted with some
high protein feed.
I "The better the quality of hay,





the five - day period, Thursday
through Monday will average-
near the normal of 54 degrees.
A little cooler early in the per-
iod but only. minor changes
thereafter. Precipitation ..*ill av-
erage one to two thehes, with
considerable '''tonight and
Thursday, ly ending by
Friday butP.rt h additional
amounts aound Sunday.
LISCOLN'S HOME DAMAGED
SPRINGFIELD, Ill, — The
only home Abraham Lincoln ever
owned was damaged by fire
Thursday. Authorities said work-
men were burning old paint
Off the side of the building
111iloreties and started-I-Wale
that caused $5 damage.
•
Dog wanted
HARTFORD. Conn. — 4P0
State Rep. Louis Padula of Nor-
walk noted that Connecticut has
a state bird, a state flower and
a state tree but no stateedog. -He
suggested a beagle to "bring the
dug closer to the robin, the moun-
tan, laurel and the white oak."
WANTS BARE FACTS
WASHINGTON el — James B.
Carey, vice president of - the
AFL-CIO. apparently has an eye
for beach fashions.- Carey. dis-
cusing a Senate rackets probe
of labor unions, said Sunday
night, " ' like to have fullbeen devised by a group of be-
troit Lakes. Minn.. businessmen.
The idea is called Baby Fund
Idc.. and is spreading' rapidly.
Here's how it works:
A customer goes into one of 14
stores and signs up for the plan,
agreeing not to withdraw the
money f•ir X years. Then Baby
Fund gets the interest on the
money.
Baby Fund's profit comes. from
interest on the money and a nom-
inal service charge from each
participating merchant.
Many children have over $100
in trieir names simply from per-
centages of..theie. parents' pur-
chases. Some merchants report
their business has increased as
much as 100 per cent.
CHILDREN PERISH IN FIRE
CRANBROOK. B. C itr —Four
children died Thursday night in
a fire which destroyed a card-
board cabin on the outskirts of
this Kootenay Valley center.
The victims, ranging in age
from 18 months to 6 years, we,re
}-the children of Mr. and /Mrs.
jPhilip Cassimer
. Indiana Reserve.
and comp ete disclosure — like
a Bikini arrangement"
PHILIPPINES ACCEPT BOHLEN
MANILA ar — President Car-
los P. Garcia Thursday night
announced Philippine acceptance
of Charles E. Bohlen as next
U. S. ambassador. Bohlen. cur-
rently American envoy to Mos-
cow, succeeds Albert F. Nufer,
who died in Manila last Novem-
ber after a heart attack.
FOOD UNAPPEALING
MONTREAL — The Mont-
real Star Thursday carried a
tow-page advertisement by Stein-
ber's -Ltd , a chain grocery or-
ganization. It featured . soaps,
tloor waxes, sponges/ brooms
and paper towels •ut not a
single mention
MUSIC MAKING MUDGUARDS
HOLLYWOOD 8IN — Spike
Jones/said Thursday he will
play' an original muSi-car score
ailed "Hollywood Euophoneyia"
on his new television show. "The
main sound in the arrangement
hp  Jel•nging of leaders on,
the Hollywood Freeway," he said.
4- HYPNOSIS 
SUCCESSFUL IN SURGERY
ANOTHER CHAPTER In medical history was written at Franklin
Square Hospital, Baltimore, where hypnosis, Instead of anesthesia
was used tuccessfully in en operation on Rosemary C. Kenya, 313,,
shown smiling as she sits up In bed. At left if Dr. Nathan Chiodl,
who described the surgery as "a gynecological procedure." In center
is Dr. Leah Camp, who stood by In case the hypnosis was broken.,
7.ss Kanya said that she felt no pain. (International Sound photo)
4-‘
Transportation
(Continued from page One)
boil their drinking water.
However, the storm was wel-
comed by drought-stricken' west-
ern ranchers. Colorado Gov.
Steve McNichols termed the
snow "a very good thing" to re-
plenish the state's moisture sup-
ply.
Forecasters said 3 to 6 inches
more f snow' is expected in Nev
Mexico today and up to 5 more
inches is expected to hit Denver




VALDEZ, Alaska --414-- This
historic old gold-rush port is get-
ting a face-lifting.
Seven civil works projects
which will cost the federal goy-
$7.000,000 are scheduled for this
fiscal year. The ,projects include
flood control, breakwaters and
a small-boat harbor.
Valdez had its beginnings in
Revolutionary War days but did-
n't become famous until the gold
rusk During the harsh;Wiewee sat
1898, some -3,000 poorly 'prepared,
but ea,ger prospectors attempted
the .,-"All-American" route from
_Valdez through the raw wilder-
ness of the Copper River Valley
to the booming Klondike gold
fields.
Hundreds of ill-equipped, ill-
informed men died by the trail.
In 1899, only a year after the
rush begaii--the-- population of
Valdez cemetery outnumbered the
population of the •teeming tent
city.
By 1910, a trail was blazed to
link Valdez with Fairbanks. The
trail grew into the Richardson
Highway. Today an endless
stream of highway transport
trucks links the almost-tamed in-
terior with Valdez.
Firm & home news & views
By S. V. FoV
Join the fight now to make
Calloway County free of Brucel-
losis. Many cattle owners have
already signed a petition asking
the State Department of Agri-
culture in sooperationv with the
Ignited S„.1-a-Ve a..,..Department ...of
Agriculture for an area Brucel-
losis Control Program in isC-L•
cordance with the rules and
regulations governing' such work.
The Kirksey School District is
to be congratulated on a job
well done in getting 95% of
their farmers to petition an area
control program Each worker
is to be praised for his time and
effort spent in aiding his com-
munity.
The same can be said about
all other communities who are
now working to get 759 of the
cattle owners who own 80,1- of
the cattle to petition the FREE
Brucellosis Control Preeram.
Each farmer owning cattle can
make this job much easier done
and more quickly completed by
going to your local agricultural
teacher or to your county agents
, office and sign this petition.
*Don't wait for-someone to contact
'you. Also invite your neighbors
to Join the fight against Bangs.
Brucellosis (Bangs) is caused
by Drucella bacteria entering the
blood stream and attack various
parts of the body.
The symptoms are:
I. Abortion birth - of dead
and weak animal.
2. Sterility — failure to breed
slow breeding and repeated set:v.:-
ices.
Variable and hidden symptoms.
making it impossible to tell in-
TeeNT&I anTmaTs by-Therf-Iiipear-
ance
WEDNESDAY — APRIL 3, 1957
The results of having BruceT-
losis in your herd are: fewer
calves, less milk, less beef, less
profit and human mieoey (un-
dulant fever).
Go at once to your local agri-
culture teacher, county agent,
banks, milk plant or a neighbor
who is donatiftg his time in
presenting this program and sign
this petition. This fight against
Brucellosis is for you as much
as it is any one else. Now is





THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
take this opportunity to announce my candi-
dacy for election to the office _of_ your Circuit Court
Clerk,
haVe lived all my life in Calloway County. I
am the son of the late Dr. E. R. (Bob) Blalock and
Essie Bell Blalock I am married to the former Mar-
garet Purdom and we are the parents of two young
da uyhters.
graduated from New Concord High Scjiool
and completed my college education at Murray State
College upon my return from four years of service
in the Armed Forces during World War II. Two
years of this service was in the European Theatre
of Operations.
The past eleven years I have been associated
with the funeral service profession in Calloway
County.
realize I am asking you, the voters, for an of-
fice that carries a great deal of responsibility and
I pledge to you my very best in discharging these
uties,
shall endeavor to personally contact each of







BEGINNING THURSDAY, APRIL 4
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